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Word from
the Director

Powered by

On April 6, 1896, the ancient Olympic Games were resurrected and the Modern
Olympic era began. On March 7, 2007, what is now the Publix Atlanta Marathon
took to the streets of Atlanta for the first time. (Or go all the way back to the
original Atlanta Marathon, in 1963.) America’s Marathon Weekend was born
of these seemingly very different, polar-opposite beginnings. It is a blend, a
combination and collaboration, a mash-up of the Olympic movement and the
best of Atlanta. It is, quite simply, intended to be a celebration of all that makes
this universally accessible sport special.
As he founded the modern Olympic Games in 1896, Pierre de Coubertin
said, “For every man, woman and child, sport offers an opportunity for selfimprovement.” Atlanta Track Club has doubled down on that belief as it brings
America’s Marathon Weekend to life. You will not only see more than 700 of
the country’s best endurance athletes chasing an Olympic berth, you will also
experience a “big city” people’s marathon, half marathon and 5k that touch the
history and culture of a city that loves to run. Throw in a kids marathon and
dash that allows the next generation of Atlantans to feel their own runner’s
high, an expo Experience that includes a little high jumping, shot putting and
a Mondo Footspeed search for Atlanta’s Fastest Kids, and you’ve got a sporting
experience for every man, woman and child much like Monsieur De Coubertin
envisioned 125 years ago.
This is not the first U.S. Olympic Team Trials – Marathon held in conjunction
with a city’s annual marathon. And it certainly won’t be the last. But it is our
hope and belief that every participant, volunteer, sponsor and spectator will
walk away motivated, excited and inspired by the experiences of this 2020 leap
year weekend.
To the first man and woman across the line in the Trials to the six-hour
marathon finisher in the Publix and everyone in between: This is your weekend.
Enjoy.
Rich Kenah

Executive Director of Atlanta Track Club

AMERICA'S MARATHON WEEKEND
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A
CELEBRATION
OF EVERY
RUNNER
By Doug Carroll

Meb Keflezighi ran into the hearts of Atlantans in the summer
of 2014.
His stirring victory in that year’s Boston Marathon, coming
one year after the bombing near the race’s finish line, caught the
world’s attention. Less than three months later, he intentionally
started at the back of the AJC Peachtree Road Race, passing nearly
23,000 people and raising more than $30,000 for Atlanta Track Club’s
Kilometer Kids program.
But when Keflezighi ran down a hallway in an Atlanta office building in
April 2018 and poked his head into a conference room to say hello, he
might have done even more for the Club and the city.
His surprise appearance before a site selection group from the U.S.
Olympic Committee and USATF, arranged by Atlanta Track Club executive
director Rich Kenah, put an exclamation point on Atlanta’s bid to host the
U.S. Olympic Team Trials – Marathon. The city was selected over Austin,
Texas; Chattanooga, Tennessee; and Orlando, Florida.
“I was the secret weapon, I guess,” Keflezighi said. “Atlanta is known for the
Olympics and that legacy, and we have another chance to make the dream
happen for many people.”
For most of the record number of 770-plus men and women who have qualified
for the February 29 Trials, simply making it to Atlanta represents their crowning
athletic achievement. Only six finishers – the first three men and first three women
– will earn places on the U.S. team for the 2020 Summer Games in Tokyo.
However, those dreams won’t be the only ones in play on America's Marathon
Weekend. The day after the Trials, thousands of participants in the Publix Atlanta
Marathon, Half Marathon & 5K will take to the city’s streets in pursuit of their own goals
and medals, writing chapters in life stories that are no less significant than those of the
would-be Olympians.
The weekend of competition and celebration, from elite to everyman to Experience, will be
unlike anything Atlanta has seen, including the 1996 Summer Games.
It has the potential to be transformational.
“We are big believers in inspiration and aspiration,” said Kenah, a 2000 Olympic track and
field athlete who has headed Atlanta Track Club for six years. “Elite athletes who are chasing a
6
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dream, a concept, are about the journey. In that regard, they’re
no different from anyone else.
“There’s a journey toward being fitter and healthier, toward
having a better self-image. And there’s a metaphor for the city
in that.”
In 1996, Atlanta joined Los Angeles (1932 and 1984) and St.
Louis (1904) as the only U.S. cities to host the Summer Games.
But the city also has hosted four NCAA Final Fours in men’s
basketball, with a fifth on the way in April. It has staged three
Super Bowls, most recently in February 2019. The College
Football Playoff National Championship was here in January
2018, and the MLB All-Star Game is due in July 2021.
America’s Marathon Weekend fits comfortably into this
sportscape, said Dan Corso, president of the Atlanta Sports
Council, adding that the city is ideally set up for mega-events.
Atlanta has state-of-the-art venues, 12,000 hotel rooms within
walking distance of Centennial Olympic Park, convenient rail
and bus transportation, and easy airport access, he noted.
“These are incredible advantages for us,” Corso said. “We also
have an intangible in our collaborative spirit. We want the city
to shine and to get these events back.”
The weekend should strengthen Atlanta’s case as Running City
USA, a haven for active lifestyles, according to Amby Burfoot,
a former editor of Runner’s World magazine who competed in
the inaugural Trials in 1968.
Unlike the AJC Peachtree Road Race, which is nationally
known but draws 90 percent of its 60,000 participants from
Georgia, the Trials will provide an eye on Atlanta to a national
audience both in person and on live television. Even the date
itself – leap day – is distinctive, showing up on the calendar
only once every four years.
“The Olympic Marathon Trials is the rarest of rare road races
and elevates the profile of any city that hosts it,” Burfoot said.
“This weekend will definitely burnish the glow of running
in Atlanta. Sure, there are hills everywhere and it gets hot in
the summer, but that doesn’t mean Atlanta can’t be one of a
handful of top running and racing cities in the country.”
The weekend will put running and racing front and center.
It will bring Allie Schaich, a 2010 Georgia state high school
champion at 3200 meters out of Lambert High School, back
to the streets of Atlanta, with several family members running
the Publix Atlanta Marathon the next day and a brother
volunteering.
It will bring to town Trials qualifier Hayley Sutter of
Watertown, Massachusetts, accompanied by an entourage
of 18 family members and friends, some of whom are also
planning to run the Publix event.
It will bring Keith Brantly of Jacksonville, Florida, back to
the place where he was the highest-finishing American men’s
marathoner in the 1996 Games. This time, Brantly and his wife
will serve as volunteers.
It will make recreational distance runners out of Olympians
Gail Devers and John Godina, who medaled in the 1996
Games as a sprinter and a shot putter, respectively. This time,
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It will tax the seemingly boundless energy of nearly 4,000
Atlanta Track Club volunteers with back-to-back marathons
— an occurrence so rare that Kenah calls it “as scary as it is
exhilarating.” Ever seen a personal-fluid station that extends
five city blocks and is so complicated that it took a software
program to determine how to properly set up the bottles? The
Trials course will have two of those.
How the Weekend Was Won
Shana Smith, Atlanta Track Club’s manager of registration and
customer relations, didn’t know what to think when Kenah
dropped a 68-page request for proposal on her desk shortly
after Christmas 2017.

a lot of these men and women coming to Atlanta. Six people
walk away with their shot at Tokyo, but we wanted to create a
finish line for all to be proud of.”
The bid involved two unprecedented aspects.
The Club committed to covering the travel expenses of all
qualifiers. Previously, a distinction had been made between
“A” and “B” qualifying standards, with only “A” athletes having
their expenses guaranteed.
In addition, 40 percent of revenue generated by the Trials
would be earmarked for the Athletes Advisory Committee of
USATF to be distributed among the competitors.
During much of the bid process, the Club didn’t know the
identity of the cities Atlanta was competing against.

The Club was considering making a bid for the Trials, and
Kenah wanted the fresh perspective of someone who wasn’t
too familiar with the event.

“It was a crazy, intense period,” Kenah said. “We put our best
foot forward in every way. At least in a race, you can see your
competition. But with this, we couldn’t.”

“Rich’s mantra is to be ‘mildly uncomfortable,’ so what’s one
panic attack?” Smith said.

Atlanta’s Olympic legacy – which would be evident from the
iconic rings on the Trials course to the Omni Atlanta Hotel as a
mini-Olympic Village – was a key differentiator, impossible for
the others to match. History and resources were on the city’s side.

Once the blessing of the Club’s board of directors had
been secured, a frantic five-week push began, with Smith
coordinating the bid project. There were documents,
schedules, a timeline and people to be managed.
The result was a comprehensive bid in excess of 100 pages,
for which the five Olympic rings served as pillars: Atlanta’s
Olympic legacy and infrastructure; logistics; athlete expenses;
revenue sharing; and Running City USA branding.
Smith quickly realized what the bid meant to the Club, the city,
the sport and especially the athletes.
“This sport does not produce winners of the World Series,” she
said. “No jackets are given, like the Masters golf tournament.
There are no Super Bowl rings. So the Trials are all of that for
8

Then there was Keflezighi, who told the site selection
committee of his affection for Atlanta that goes back to 2001
and Atlanta Track Club’s purchase of a van for his training
group in Mammoth Lakes, California. He had watched the
1996 Games on TV. That had helped light his own Olympic
flame, which fueled him to a silver medal in Athens in 2004.
Perhaps no one in the sport bridges the gap between elite and
everyman better than the man called Meb, which was exactly
what America’s Marathon Weekend would be about. The little
guy in the cap and the high socks connects like no other.
“He’s lightning in a bottle,” Kenah said. “He’s real and genuine.
AMERICA'S MARATHON WEEKEND
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answering a challenge extended by Kenah, they are running
the Publix Atlanta Half Marathon (See Page 90).

I think more people in Atlanta know Meb than in any other
city in America besides Boston.”
With all of the above going for it, how could Atlanta lose? Still,
the proposal took nothing for granted.
“We knew we could deliver a best-in-class experience for the
athletes, for others who would travel here for the event – and,
most importantly, we could package it with the Publix Atlanta
Marathon in such a way that it could illustrate to everyone
why Atlanta is Running City USA,” Kenah said.
The Running City USA brand, he said, “is about the city
and not Atlanta Track Club. We want to show that the city
is a destination location for runners, as well as a vibrant
community that enjoys the Olympic Movement.”
America’s Marathon Weekend Experience, the three-day expo
at the Georgia World Congress Center that starts on Thursday,
February 27, will provide a unique blend of the two events
and serve as the packet pickup location for the Publix Atlanta

a warm, humid day in Houston in 2017. Friends pointed out
that she was only seven minutes shy of the women’s Olympic
qualifying standard of 2:45:00 — and in her first marathon, no
less.
“That’s a lot of time,” Sutter said, “but I wondered what I could
do with a couple more marathons under my belt.”
The 2018 California International Marathon was her fifth
marathon. It started well enough for her, and she was tracking
for a 2:43:00 finish. But then she hit the wall at Mile 23, with
her pace wilting from 6:12 per mile to 6:38. Qualifying for the
Trials would go down to the wire.
Finally, with the finish line and clock in sight, she collapsed
with less than 10 meters left. Unable to get back up, she
crawled across the finish line.
Sutter’s gun time was 2:45:07, meaning she had missed the
mark by seven seconds. However, her chip time – ordinarily
not accepted as official – was 2:45:00. Sutter and her boyfriend

Shana Smith

Marathon, Half Marathon & 5K (See Page 70).
Everyman will have the weekend’s last word.
“From the first person across the finish line in the Trials to
the last person in the Publix, we want to make sure they feel
the same love from Atlanta Track Club and the same love for
Running City USA,” Kenah said. “This is a celebration of fast
and slow, old and young, beginner and veteran. We want to
marry the best of the best in the U.S. with a people’s race, in a
way that no one has done before.”
With America’s Marathon Weekend, the Club is going for the
gold.
“If your dreams don’t scare you,” Shana Smith said, “are you
dreaming big enough?”

discovered two similar cases in which USTF had accepted chip
times, and they lodged an appeal that was granted about a
month later.
“People have been curious about what was going through my
mind [after the fall],” Sutter said. “I just kept myself moving.”
She is realistic about her chances of making the Olympic team.
She said her goal is to finish among the top 50 women at the
Trials, and even that she considers “audacious.”
In a sense, all of this is audacious. When she was 12, she tore her
Achilles tendon and a doctor told her she would never run again
– and probably would walk with a limp for the rest of her life.

How One Athlete Made It

“I was a very defiant little girl,” said Sutter, 30, who has a
master’s degree in global development policy from Boston
University and is looking for ways to use running to bring
communities together.

Hayley Sutter wanted to qualify for the Trials so bad that she
crawled to Atlanta.

“I remember sitting in that [doctor’s] office, thinking, ‘I will
show you. Don’t tell me what I can’t do.’”

Marathons weren’t on Sutter’s radar until she ran 2:52:36 on

Continues on Page 11
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Continued from Page 9

How Dreams Take Shape
Although Meb Keflezighi and Rich Kenah were teammates on
the U.S. Olympic team in 2000, they have more than that in
common.
They are dreamers whose visions came true, even with
significant obstacles along the way.
Keflezighi recalls with clarity a seventh-grade P.E. class in San
Diego. He needed to run a 6:15 mile to get an “A” in the class
and a T-shirt, and he ran almost a minute better than that.
Even then, the teacher saw something special in him.
“You’re going to the Olympics,” the teacher declared.
It was 1988, and the only place young Meb was going at the
time was back to a three-bedroom apartment that held eight
family members who had fled war-torn Eritrea for a better life
in the States.
He kept running. He was an accomplished student-athlete at
UCLA, though not yet a naturalized U.S. citizen, when the
1996 Games took place. He wanted to attend so that he could
watch his hero, Haile Gebrselassie of Ethiopia, compete in the
10,000 meters, but he couldn’t afford the trip to Atlanta.
Instead, he watched on TV and settled for a souvenir T-shirt
brought to him by Josh Johnson, the son of former Olympic
decathlete Rafer Johnson.
Little did Meb know that he would make four Olympic teams,
and might have made a fifth in 2008 if he hadn’t fractured his
hip during the Trials in New York City, finishing eighth.
He could have quit then, but he kept on. In 2012, at 36, he
became the oldest winner of the Trials with a time of 2:09:08 in
Houston. Then came the historic Boston triumph in 2014 and
second place at the Trials in 2016.
“The Olympic Trials is the dream for many people,” Keflezighi
said. “For them, it’s their Olympics. It’s a once-in-a-lifetime
opportunity. We all work hard and dream big.”
The all-or-nothing verdict rendered by the Trials – either
you make the team or you don’t – can be harsh, as Kenah
discovered in 1996. He finished fourth in the 800 meters,
missing the team by a fraction of a second, and thought he was
finished, period.
However, with the encouragement of others, he rallied to make
the team in 2000, and he remembers an exchange with his
mother at the Games in Sydney, Australia.
“She showed me a folder with a piece of construction paper,
something I had made as a first-grader,” Kenah said. “There
were cutouts of a golden retriever, Oreo cookies and Bruce
Jenner. Next to Jenner it said, ‘I want to be an Olympian.’
“That started my journey, and I am a better person as a result
of that journey. These Trials will inspire a next-generation
runner in Atlanta. These elite athletes will inspire people who
aren’t running or walking to start their own journey.
“This will change the direction of lives.”

AMERICA'S MARATHON WEEKEND

BY THE NUMBERS
To Qualify
Marathon, Men: 2:19
Half Marathon, Men: 1:04
Marathon, Women: 2:45
Half Marathon, Women: 1:13
Qualifiers
2020 Men: 261
Most Ever: 269 in 1980
2020 Women: 510
Previous High: 267 in 1984
2020 Declared Entrants
Men: 238
Women: 462
Oldest Male: Bernard Lagat, 45
Oldest Female: Perry Shoemaker, 48
Youngest Male: Sean O'Connor, 22
Youngest Female: Tierney Wolfgram, 16
Age 40+ Males: 4
Age 40+ Females: 35
As of February 5, 2020
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IT’S BACK TO THE FUTURE FOR FIVE
ATLANTA TRACK CLUB STAFFERS
By Meredith Parker

A stampede approached the 15K hydration station
of the men’s 1996 Olympic Marathon, runners
searching for their assigned table and preparing
to snatch their personal fluids. They grabbed, they
gulped and they galloped on. Just as quickly as they
came, they were gone.
In a blink, three Atlanta Track Club workers were
among those helping to break down the empty
white tables and collect the scattered fluid bottles
that had been tossed to the pavement.
Among them was Janet Monk, a volunteer who
went on to a long career at the Club and will assist
with hospitality for the Trials. Monk spied a bottle
and thought “I’ll just keep that one” as a souvenir.
It turned out to be the bottle of Josiah Thugwane,
who would win the gold medal. The white bottle
with a South African sticker still sits her bookshelf
at home, a reminder of the two weeks that she
volunteered at the greatest global sporting event on
earth.
Monk is among five longtime Club staff members
– along with Andy Carr, Brantley Sherrer, Lisa
Tanner and Elizabeth Unislawski – who assisted

with the 1996 Games and who are now
hard at work on the 2020 U.S. Olympic
Team Trials – Marathon.
On September 18, 1990, the
announcement was made that Olympic
tradition and competition would
soon grace the city of Atlanta. Dreams
emerged for Olympic hopefuls.
Anticipation soared for leaders and
organizers. Excitement grew for people
like Monk, who just wanted to help out.
“When I knew that Atlanta Track Club
was going to be a part of the Olympics,
I started volunteering for the Club,
because I wanted to be a part of it,” she
recalled.
The five were thankful to be called upon
to work 20-hour days and stay awake
for 48 hours at a time. Both Tanner and
Sherrer, who held paid positions with the
International Olympic Committee, said
it was the hardest job they’ve ever had.
For Tanner, who organized the track and

Sherrer's view from 1996 press truck.
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field schedule and then made sure that all the events began on
time, it was her first job after graduating from the University
of Georgia as a standout high jumper, and led to a career in
sports administration. Years later, she is Events Director for
the Club.
“I think that shows the longevity and the
respect of this organization that from 1996 to
2020 [we are] still seen as an organization that
should be helping further Olympic dreams.”

Janet Monk, Andy Carr, Elizabeth
Unislawski, Brantley Sherrer

Without Tanner in ’96, Allen Johnson’s
Olympic dream might have become a
nightmare. As his 110-meter hurdle final was
about to start, Tanner realized that he wasn’t at
the start line.
“I ran out and told him ‘Your race is on the
track. They’re getting ready to start!’ Tanner
recalled. “He threw all his gear to me, grabbed
his spikes and ran out there and won the gold.”
After Johnson ran 12.95 seconds to break the
Olympic record, he ran back to Tanner to
thank her for not letting him miss his race.
Meanwhile, Sherrer handled all logistics for
road courses, including the men’s and women’s
marathons, race walking and cycling. He placed
signs, assembled tables, created hydration
Lisa Tanner
stations and even marked the course. It’s almost
identical to what he’s done in preparation for
the Trials and for the Club for the last 30-plus years.
And after the machine that painted the blue line marking the
Olympic marathon course messed up along one stretch, he
even directed traffic while another volunteer re-painted that
portion by hand.
Sherrer, a native Atlantan, watched the Olympic Games change
the narrative of his hometown.
“It gave us a chance to really show what we can do nationally
and internationally. To show that we can be a player in the
sport,” Sherrer said.

Photos: Meredith Parker, Courtesy of Club staff members

Carr agrees that the ‘96 Olympics made Atlanta the sports
haven it is today.
“We’re putting on the Super Bowl of road running on our
streets,” Carr said. “The Olympic Marathon is a special
international event, but there were only six Americans in those
two races. The Trials will have close to 800 Americans in two
races. I think that speaks for itself.”
For five weeks in 1996, Carr managed the Grady High School
track as a practice facility. He also rode the marathon press
truck, getting a front row seat to watch runners he had only
before seen on TV, as he assisted the media. For the Trials,
Carr will coordinate USATF officials on the course and coach
the Milton High School girls track team 4x1-Mile Relay in a
special high school race the morning of the Trials that will
cross the same finish line hours before Team USA is selected
for the Tokyo Games.
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Elizabeth Unislawski

In 1996, Unislawski handled picking up personal fluids from the
Athletes’ Village at Georgia Tech in the early morning hours on
marathon day and transporting them to the course. At the time,
personal race fluids were fairly new to the sport; for the Trials,
every athlete was invited to use them. (See Page 69).
Unislawski, whose 33 years with the Club is the most of any
staff member, is arranging food and housing accommodations
for almost 800 qualifiers. She still loves that “race day feeling,”
which emerged even during a recent practice run when dozens
of Trials participants came to Atlanta to check out the course
as a group.
“You’re right there at the start. You’re right there at the finish.
It just kind of takes my breath away,” she said.
The Olympic rings over Hank Aaron Drive, Centennial
Olympic Park, the Olympic banner that graces the Atlanta
Track Club walls, the gold medalist’s fluid bottle on a
bookshelf – they are all part of the legacy that continues with
the Trials almost a quarter century later.
“It helps us remind people that Atlanta can be thought of as a
healthy destination city. I think it helps us push forward our
vision of Running City USA. I think it puts some legs under
that statement,” Tanner said, as she and the others from the
“Team of 1996” again play a role in Atlanta’s fitness future.
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FOREVER YOUNG:
THE NAMES CHANGE
BUT QUEST REMAINS
THE SAME
THE MEN (1968-2016)
Before 1968, the U.S. Olympic Marathon team
was selected on the basis of results from a series
of marathon races, often including Boston,
Yonkers and Culver City. But since then, it’s
been chosen at the U.S. Olympic Team Trials –
Marathon, a single race. Finish in the top three and you’re
in, assuming you’ve met the Olympic standard.
To mark its 50th anniversary reunion at Adams State
University in 2018, Amby Burfoot – 1968 Boston
Marathon winner and former editor of Runner’s World
magazine, who competed in Alamosa – looked back at the
historic race for the Road Runners Club of America. An
edited excerpt:
As he shuffled modestly along the sun-drenched streets
of Alamosa, Colorado, with his training partner Billy
Mills, George Young felt smooth and strong. No reason he
shouldn’t. In his mind, he was simply logging another long run
with his good friend. Young, 31, had already competed twice
in the Olympic 3000-meter steeplechase, in 1960 and 1964,
and hoped to do the same this time around. He had never
before entered a marathon, and seemed a bit confused about
the substantial gaps between runners.
“The leaders are pretty far ahead of us,” he noted to Mills after
5 miles. Thirty minutes later, the outlook hadn’t improved.
“The leaders are even farther ahead now,” Young reported.
Next: “I can’t even see them anymore.”
“Don’t worry,” said Mills. “They’ll come back to us.”
Those leaders included Kenny Moore, 24, a Bill Bowermaninspired Oregon “Duck,” and Minnesotan Ron Daws, 31,
widely known as the country’s best no-talent marathoner, who
produced epic performances in the most difficult conditions.
These runners and just over 100 others were competing in
the historic, first-ever U.S. Olympic Marathon Trials. Only 63
would finish. There was no qualifying time; anyone who could
get to Alamosa could run.
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
And run they did, straight into the history books as the first
men to triumph in the one-day, one-race, top-three-or-stayhome Trials format we know today. (The first U.S. Olympic
Team Trials – Marathon for women wouldn’t be held until
1984, the year the women’s event made its debut in the
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Olympic Games.) Among
the quirks of the 1968
Trials, unearthed thanks to
Burfoot’s reporting:

Kenny Moore, George Young, J.C. Freeman, Billy Mills

• The race started at the unusual time of 3 p.m. largely
because race director Joe Vigil needed a two-way radio
team to spread out along the course in case of medical
emergencies, and the only local group willing to perform
this service for free already had a morning commitment in
Pueblo, 120 miles to the north. They would need time to
get back.
• A local runner named Chris Palette was chosen by the
Alamosa Organizing Committee as “marathon queen”
and a friend named Ellen was one of her two princesses.
On race day, the be-gowned and white-gloved women
traveled the entire 26.2 mile course ahead of the runners
in an open-air convertible waving to the (sparse) crowds.
The following February, Ellen and Trials runner Bill Clark,
whom she met while he was training in Alamosa before
the race, were married. They celebrated 50 years together
in early 2019.
• Late in the game, the governing AAU demanded that
Alamosa conduct pre-marathon medical exams of all
entrants. Physiologist David Costill from Ball State
University in Indiana agreed to conduct the exams as long
as he could also collect data on the Trials runners. On race
day, Costill wanted to supply water and other fluids in the
first few miles. However, AAU officials stopped him, saying
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they had to enforce the rules of the era: no drinks until the
10K mark. “Of course, that was too late,” Costill observed.
His pre- and post-race weigh-ins revealed an average loss
of 13.4 pounds in the hot, dry conditions (which Moore
described as “dessicating”) at altitude.
• A little-known Frank Shorter DNF’d in the race, wearing
a pair of shoes he borrowed from Burfoot the night before
because he didn’t own a pair of road-running shoes. He
lasted 15 miles.
We’ve come a long way since 1968, but some things haven’t
changed: The distance is still 26.2 stubborn, heartbreaking,
rewarding, painful, glorious miles, and the top three finishers
will still be able to call themselves Olympians for the rest of
their lives.
Sunday, August 18

129 Entrants, 113 starters, 63 finishers, at altitude
5.2-mile loop 5 times, plus 385 yards
2:30:48
2:31:47
2:33:09
2:33:13
2:33:17

Postcript: George Young won a bronze medal in the 1968
Mexico City 3000-meter steeplechase, and placed 16th
(2:31:15) in the marathon. In 1972, he competed on his fourth
Olympic team, at 5000 meters. Kenny Moore suffered massive
blisters and finished 14th (2:29:50). Four years later, he placed
fourth in Munich, later writing a story about it for Sports
Illustrated that launched his distinguished career there. Ron
Daws finished 22nd (2:33:53) in Mexico City. He died from a
heart attack in 1992 at age 55.

1972: Eugene, Oregon
Sunday, July 9

1980: Buffalo, New York
Saturday, May 24

Time standard = 2:21:54
269 qualifiers, 192 starters, 125 finishers

1) Tony Sandoval (NM)
2) Benji Durden (GA)
3) Kyle Heffner (TX)
4) Ron Tabb (TX)
5) Jeff Wells (TX)

2:10:19
2:10:41
2:10:55
2:12:39
2:13:16

1984: Buffalo, New York
Saturday, May 26

Time standard = 2:19:04
201 qualifiers, 172 starters, 108 finishers
Pete Pfitzinger lost his lead in the last mile only to reclaim
it for the victory. He would finish 11th in the Los Angeles
Games; Alberto Salazar would be 14th.
1) Pete Pfitzinger (NY)
2) Alberto Salazar (OR)
3) John Tuttle (GA)
4) Dave Gordon (OR)
5) Dean Matthews (OR)

2:11:43
2:11:44
2:11:50
2:11:59
2:12:25

Sunday, April 24

Frank Shorter and Kenny Moore intentionally tied after
building a big lead together early. “We didn't have any
discussion about tying. We didn't need to. It was part of our
friendship, our trust in each other,” Shorter told Burfoot for
a Runner’s World story in 2007. Shorter went on to win the
Olympic gold medal in Munich.
2:15:58
2:15:58
2:20:30
2:20:30
2:22:30

1976: Eugene, Oregon
Saturday, May 22

Time standard = 2:23:00
87 qualifiers, 77 starters, 49 finishers
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2:11:51
2:11:58
2:13:54
2:14:58
2:15:48

1988: Jersey City, New Jersey

Time standard = 2:30:00
100 starters, 66 finishers

1) Kenny Moore (OR)
1) Frank Shorter (CO)
3) Jack Bacheler (FL)
4) Jeff Galloway (FL)
5) Greg Brock (CA)

1) Frank Shorter (FL)
2) Bill Rodgers (MA)
3) Don Kardong (WA)
4) Tony Sandoval (CA)
5) Tom Fleming (NJ)

Because of the 1980 Olympic boycott by the U.S., the team did
not compete in Moscow.

1968: Alamosa, Colorado

1) George Young (AZ)
2) Kenny Moore (OR)
3) Ron Daws (MN)
4) Bob Deines (CA)
5) Steve Matthews (CO)

Frank Shorter is still the only man to win two Olympic
Marathon Trials. He and Rodgers, the race favorites, ran
together for about 24 miles. Shorter would win silver in
Munich, and Kardong would finish fourth.

Time standard=2:20:00
132 qualifiers, 115 starters, 77 finishers
Prize money = $150,000
Mark Conover’s win was a major upset, in a personal best of
more than six minutes. “It was just one of those days,” he told
Burfoot for Runner’s World in 2007. “I never had another one
like it. I felt like I was out on one of my relaxed Sunday long
runs. Every time I did a body check, the report came back, ‘All
systems go.’ Ed and I broke away from the pack on a hill just
past 16 miles, and we helped each other the rest of the way.”
Prize money was introduced for the first time.
1) Mark Conover (CA)
2) Ed Eyestone (UT)
3) Pete Pfitzinger (MA)
4) Paul Gompers (MA)
5) Mark Curp (MO)

2:12:26
2:12:49
2:13:09
2:14:20
2:14:40

$50,000
$25,000
$20,000
$15,000
$10,000
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1992: Columbus, Ohio

a club system that would produce two U.S. Olympic marathon
medalists just four years later.

Time standard = 2:20:00
108 qualifiers, 102 starters, 55 finishers
Prize money = $214,000

1) Rod DeHaven (WI)
2) Peter DeLaCerda (CO)
3) Mark Coogan (MD)
4) Scott Larson (CO)
5) Eddy Hellebuyck (NM)

Saturday, April 11

Bill Reifsnyder and Keith Brantly tried to run away with the
race, but near 22 miles the trio of Steve Spence, Ed Eyestone
and Bob Kempainen caught the duo.
1) Steve Spence (PA)
2) Ed Eyestone (UT)
3) Bob Kempainen (MN)
4) Keith Brantly (FL)
5) Bill Reifsnyder (NM)

2:12:43
2:12:51
2:12:54
2:14:16
2:15:45

$58,000
$48,000
$38,000
$15,000
$10,000

Saturday, February 7

Time standard = 2:20:00 (A), 2:22 (B)
104 qualifiers, 85 starters, 70 finishers
Prize money = $271,000
Meb Keflezighi would go on to win a surprise Olympic silver
medal in Athens, training with Mammoth Track Club, which
was formed in 2001. Coming into that race, 38 runners had
faster personal bests. Defying expectations would become a
hallmark of Meb’s long career.

2004

2:11:42
2:11:47
2:12:02
2:12:35
2:14:37

$89,000
$60,500
$47,000
$16,000
$13,000

2008: New York City, New York
Saturday, November 3, 2007

Time standard = 2:20:00 (A), 2:22:00 (B)
Also: (B) 5000m (track) = 13:40:00 & 10,000m (track) =
28:45:00
179 qualifiers, 130 starters, 104 finishers
Prize money = $250,000

1996: Charlotte, North Carolina
Saturday, February 17

Time standard = 2:20:00 (A); 2:22:00 (B)
135 qualifiers, 116 starters, 90 finishers
Prize money = $250,000
Bob Kempainen, who took a brief leave from medical school
to train for the Trials, won despite vomiting repeatedly near
the end of the race. "This guy is the toughest human being on
the face of the earth," Keith Brantly said afterward. "I would
have started crying and stopped."
2:12:45
2:13:05
2:13:22
2:14:20
2:14:22

$75,000
$25,000
$20,000
$17,500
$15,000

2004: Birmingham, Alabama

1) Alan Culpepper (CO)
2) Meb Keflezighi (CA)
3) Dan Browne (OR)
4) Trent Briney (MI)
5) Clint Verran (MI)

1) Bob Kempainen (MN)
2) Mark Coogan (CO)
3) Keith Brantly (FL)
4) Steve Plasencia (MN)
5) Marco Ochoa (CO)

2:15:30
2:16:18
2:17:04
2:17:15
2:18:30

$100,000
$40,000
$30,000
$20,000
$15,000

Ryan Hall ran a brave and brilliant race in Central Park for
the only marathon victory of his career, in a still-standing
Trials record. Tragedy struck early, however, when Ryan Shay
collapsed just past 5 miles and was pronounced dead of a heart
attack.
1) Ryan Hall (CA)
2) Dathan Ritzenhein (OR)
3) Brian Sell (MI)
4) Khalid Khannouchi (NY)
5) Jason Lemkuhle (MN)

2:09:02
2:11:07
2:11:40
2:12:34
2:12:54

$80,000
$60,000
$50,000
$20,000
$12,000

2000: Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
Sunday, May 7

Time standard = 2:20 (A), 2:22:00 (B)
114 qualifiers, 99 starters, 78 finishers
Prize money = $225,000
Rod DeHaven won, but with the Olympic “B” time standard
he was the sole representative for the U.S. in the Olympic
Marathon. It was the only time in history the U.S. did not field
a full team, and that low point helped prompt a resurgence in
16
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2012: Houston, Texas
Saturday, January 14

Time standard = 2:19:00 (A); no (B)
Also (A): half-marathon = 1:05:00 and 10,000m (track) =
28:30.00
158 qualifiers, 111 starters, 85 finishers
Prize money = $260,500
For the first time, the top four men all ran under 2:10 at the
Trials. Dathan Ritzenhein just missed the team, but would end
up making Team USA for the London Games at 10,000 meters.
Abdi Abdirahman made his fourth Olympic team, after
competing at 10,000 meters in 2000, 2004 and 2008.
1) Meb Keflezighi (CA)
2) Ryan Hall (CA)
3) Abdi Abdirahman (AZ)
4) Dathan Ritzenhein (CO)
5) Brett Gotcher (AZ)

2:09:08
2:09:30
2:09:47
2:09:55
2:11:06

$74,000
$63,000
$52,000
$21,000
$15,500

2016: Los Angeles, California
February 13, 2016

Time standard = 2:15:00 (A), 2:19:00 (B)
Also (B): half-marathon = 1:05:00
211 qualifiers, 166 starters, 105 finishers
Prize money = $300,000
Rupp, the 2012 Olympic silver medalist at 10,000 meters who
announced just two weeks before that he would run the Trials
as his first marathon, pulled away from 40-year-old Meb
Keflezighi, who was running his 23rd, in Mile 23. Rupp was
the first man to win the Trials as a rookie since George Young
in 1968, and would go on to win the bronze medal in Rio.
1) Galen Rupp (OR)
2) Meb Keflezighi (CA)
3) Jared Ward (UT)
4) Luke Puskedra (OR)
5) Tyler Pennel (NC)

2:11:12
2:12:20
2:13:00
2:14:12
2:14:57

$80,000
$65,000
$55,000
$25,000
$20,000

JOAN BENOIT DEFIES
ODDS AT “A CHANGING
POINT IN HISTORY”
THE WOMEN (1984-2012)
The women’s U.S. Olympic Team Marathon – Trials was first
conducted in 1984, the year the women’s marathon made its
debut at the Olympics.
Women’s running pioneer and activist Jacqueline Hansen was
among the leaders in the fight for inclusion, and competed
in the Trials despite hamstring issues. She later wrote in her
autobiography, “A Long Time Coming,” about that day.
Finally. That’s what the Nike ad said on the back of the program
for the first U.S. Women’s Olympic Trials Marathon, held in
Olympia, Washington. Finally, women are included on the
Olympic schedule. Finally, hundreds of distance runners have a
new goal to strive for ….
Continues on Page 19
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We were applauded for the entire last mile. No matter our place
or pace, the cheering fans reminded us more than ever what a
special moment this was for each of us.
“None of the others were the same,” Angela French – who
would go on to line up for five more Trials – told reporter Meg
Wochnick on the 30th anniversary of the race. “It was a sense
of accomplishment for women – a changing point in history.”
It was hoped that 150 women might meet the qualifying
standard of 2:51:16, chosen because it was the 100th-fastest
time run by an American woman in 1982. Instead, 267 women
qualified and 238 started.
One of them almost wasn’t Joan Benoit, who just 17 days
earlier had undergone arthroscopic surgery on her right
knee to remove some tissue. Even her surgeon told media
immediately after the procedure that “the possibility is not
really great” of healing in time for the Trials. He may have
forgotten to tell the steely-willed Benoit. A co-favorite with
Norway’s Grete Waitz to win gold in the first-ever Olympic
marathon, she was not going to be denied these Trials. The day
after surgery, she asked that a bike be hung upside down so
she could pedal it with her hands to stay active. Four days after
that, she ran for the first time.
After making it to the start line, she ran with the pack in
the early miles before she and Betty Jo Springs eased ahead,
trading leads until about halfway. That’s when Benoit took
off, becoming a legend even before winning that historic gold
medal in the Los Angeles Games a few months later.

1984: Olympia, Washington
Saturday, May 12

2:31:04
2:31:41
2:32:26
2:33:10
2:33:38

Cathy O’Brien, at the age of 20, is still the youngest woman to
make a U.S. Olympic Marathon team.

Sunday, January 26
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$20,000
$20,000
$20,000
$5000
$4000

Time standard = 2:42:00 (A), 2:50:00 (B)
187 qualifiers, 160 starters, 129 finishers
Prize purse = $250,000

Time standard = 2:50:00
246 qualifiers, 204 starters, 159 finishers
Prize money = $157,500

1992: Houston, Texas

2:30:12
2:30:26
2:30:39
2:33:32
2:34:35

Saturday, February 10

Sunday, May 1

2:29:50
2:30:14
2:30:18
2:31:06
2:32:16

Janis Klecker fell 15 miles into the race, only to be helped up
by Cathy O’Brien before going on to win. Lisa Weidenbach
finished fourth, just off the team, for the third consecutive
Trials.

1996: Columbia, South Carolina

1988: Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

1) Margaret Groos (FL)
2) Nancy Ditz (CA)
3) Cathy O’Brien (NH)
4) Lisa Weidenbach (MI)
5) Kim Jones (WA)

Time standard: 2:45:00
118 qualifiers, 89 starters, 65 finishers
Prize money = $77,500

1) Janis Klecker (MN)
2) Cathy O’Brien (NH)
3) Francie Larrieu Smith (TX)
4) Lisa Weidenbach (WA)
5) Christine McNamara (CO)

Time standard = 2:51:16
267 qualifiers, 238 starters, 196 finishers
1) Joan Benoit (ME)
2) Julie Brown (OR)
3) Julie Isphording (OH)
4) Lisa Larsen (MI)
5) Margaret Groos (VA)

2008

$25,000
$25,000
$25,000
$15,000
$10,000

Jenny Spangler was largely unknown before winning in a huge
upset. "I didn't know if she was for real or stupid," said the
third-place Anne Marie Lauck, who lived in Marietta at the
time. "My hat's off to her, but honestly, I didn't know who she
was." Spangler had finished 49th in the 1988 Trials, and then
took six years off of competitive running before quietly gearing
up for another shot.
1) Jenny Spangler (IL)
2) Linda Somers (CA)
3) Anne Marie Lauck (GA)
4) Gwyn Coogan (CO)
5) Kristy Johnston (CO)

2:29:54
2:30:06
2:31:18
2:33:51
2:34:21

$45,000
$40,000
$35,000
$18,000
$16,000

Continues on Page 21
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Continued from Page 19

2000: Columbia, South Carolina

Five women finished under 2:30 in the Trials for the first time,
with Shalane Flanagan setting a Trials record to make her
first marathon team after trips to the Olympics at 5000 meters
(2004 and 2008) and Olympic silver at 10,000 meters in 2008.

Saturday, February 26

Time standard = 2:42:00 (A), 2:50:00 (B)
210 qualifiers, 170 starters, 141 finishers
Prize money = $230,000
If Jenny Spangler was little known, Christine Clark was a total
stranger. A 37-year-old pathologist from Alaska, she had done
most of her training on a treadmill, and had finished 76th in
the 1996 Trials. As with the men that year, only the top woman
had the Olympic “B” time standard, good for one team spot.
1) Chris Clark (AK)
2) Kristy Johnston (WV)
3) Anne Marie Lauck (NJ)
4) Susannah Beck (OR)
5) Liz Wilson (OR)

2:33:31
2:35:36
2:36:05
2:36:46
2:37:27

$45,000
$30,000
$25,000
$18,000
$16,000

2004: St. Louis, Missouri
Saturday, April 3

Time standard = 2:39:59 (A), 2:48:00 (B)
151 qualifiers, 121 starters, 106 finishers
Prize money = $250,000
Colleen De Reuck, at 39, became the oldest woman to make a
U.S. Olympic Marathon team in an upset over Deena Kastor,
running the fastest time in the event since 1988. But it was
Kastor who would go on to win the Olympic bronze medal in
the heat of Athens.
1) Colleen De Reuck (CO)
2) Deena Kastor (CA)
3) Jen Rhines (CA)
4) Blake Russell (MA)
5) Magdalena Lewy Boulet (CA)

2:28:25
2:29:38
2:29:57
2:30:32
2:30:50

$45,000
$40,000
$35,000
$18,000
$16,000

1) Shalane Flanagan (OR)
2) Desiree Davila (MI)
3) Kara Goucher (OR)
4) Amy Hastings (CA)
5) Janet Cherobon-Bawcom (GA)

2:25:38
2:25:55
2:26:06
2:27:17
2:29:45

$74,000
$63,000
$52,000
$21,000
$15,500

2016: Los Angeles, California
Saturday, February 13

An initial 2.2-mile loop and then four 6-mile loops
Time standard = 2:37:00 (A) 2:45:00 (B)
Also (B): half-marathon = 1:05:00
246 qualifiers, 198 starters, 149 finishers
Prize money = $300,000, largest in Trials history
Breaking away early, training partners Shalane Flanagan and
Amy Cragg ran together for 24 miles, the last several of which
consisted largely of Cragg encouraging her heat-stricken
partner forward. Flanagan hung on to finish third after being
passed in the last mile by a disciplined Des Linden, who at
Mile 21 was 1:02 behind the duo. All three U.S. women would
finish in the top 10 in Rio, the best overall showing in history.
1) Amy Cragg (OR)
2) Des Linden (MI)
3) Shalane Flanagan (OR)
4) Kara Goucher (CO)
5) Janet Bawcom (AZ)

2:28:20
2:28:54
2:29:19
2:30:24
2:31:14

$80,000
$65,000
$55,000
$25,000
$20,000

Stat Sources: USATF, EventPRO
2004

2008: Boston, Massachusetts
Sunday, April 20

Time standard = 2:39:00 (A), 2:47:00 (B)
Also, (B) for 10,000m (track) = 33:00:00
181 qualifiers, 146 starters, 124 finishers
Prize money = $250,000
Deena Kastor came back to win after being upset in 2004.
1) Deena Kastor (CA)
2) Magdalena Lewy Boulet (CA)
3) Blake Russell (CA)
4) Zoila Gomez (CO)
5) Tera Moody (CO)

2:29:35
2:30:19
2:32:40
2:33:53
2:33:54

$60,000
$50,000
$40,000
$20,000
$15,000

2012: Houston, Texas
Saturday, January 14

Time standard = 2:39:00 (A); 2:46:00 (B)
Also (B) Half Marathon = 1:15:00 and 10,000m (track) =
33:00.00
225 qualifiers, 183 starters, 152 finishers
Prize money = $260,500
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TOP 10 QUALIFIERS
JORDAN HASAY

GALEN RUPP

Residence: Arroyo Grande, CA
Hometown: Arroyo Grande, CA
Age: 28

Residence: Portland, OR
Hometown: Portland, OR
Age: 33

Best OTQ: 2:20:57 (Chicago, 2017)
Olympic Marathon Trials History: Debut
Claim to Fame: Her
2:20:57 marathon PB
is not only the fastest
in the field, but the
second-fastest ever for an
American woman.

Best OTQ: 2:06:07 (Prague, 2018)
Olympic Marathon Trials History: 2016 Champion (2:11:13)
Olympic Marathon History: Bronze Medalist, 2016
Claim to Fame: 3-time
Olympian, 2012 Silver
Medalist, 10,000m; 2017
Bank of America Chicago
Marathon Champion,
2018 Prague Marathon
Champion; American
record-holder 10,000m
outdoor, 3000m, 2-Mile
and 5000m indoor

Snapshot: A two-time
Footlocker Cross Country
Champion, Hasay was
a high school phenom
who set nine national
records and competed
in the 2008 U.S. Olympic Trials at 1500m before she had
her diploma. After an 18-time All-American career at the
University of Oregon, she embarked on a pro career that fell
short of expectations on the track but took off like wildfire
when she and then-coach Alberto Salazar switched focus to
the marathon distance after Hasay didn’t make the 2016 U.S.
Olympic team at either 5000m or 10,000m. In April 2017, her
2:23:00 (good for 3rd place) at Boston was the fastest debut
ever by an American woman, and she followed that up with
a 2:20:57 3rd place in Bank of America Chicago Marathon
later that year – making her the second-fastest American
woman of all time. Stalled by surgery for a foot injury in
2018, she returned in time to finish 3rd again at the 2019
Boston Marathon, but later last year dropped out in the early
miles of Chicago after tearing a hamstring. Late in 2019, she
announced that Paula Radcliffe would serve as her coaching
advisor.
@jordanhasay
22

Snapshot: A speedy
freshman on his soccer
team in 2000, Rupp caught the eye of Alberto Salazar, found
a new sport, and was soon setting Oregon high school track
on fire. Since making the 2008 U.S. Olympic team at 10,000m
while still at the University of Oregon, Rupp has become
one of the greatest distance runners in U.S. history, in 2012
becoming the first American male since Billy Mills in 1964 to
win an Olympic medal at 10,000m and then in 2016 becoming
the first American to own an Olympic medal at both 10,000m
and the marathon. In late 2018, Rupp underwent surgery
to correct Haglund’s deformity (a congenital defect of the
heel bone), and in late 2019 joined forces with a new coach,
Mike Smith, for the first time in his career. He has not raced
a marathon since Chicago 2018, but on February 8 tuned
up with a 1:01:19 win at the Spouts Mesa Half Marathon in
Phoenix. Rupp and his wife, Keara, are the parents of three
children, including 5-year-old twins.

@jordanhasay
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Photos: Victah Sailer/PhotoRun; Courtesy Bank of America Chicago Marathon

Olympic medalists. American record-holders. Athletes with their sights – and hopes – set on Olympic
glory this summer. The eyes of the world are on the 10 fastest qualifiers in these Trials, but look a little
deeper into the field and you find stories of everyday toil, extraordinary courage and endless determination
simply for the sake of it. So, we begin with a look at the speedsters, starting with top seeds Galen Rupp and
Jordan Hasay, and then introduce you to some names you may not know, but probably won’t forget.

TOP 10 WOMEN
AMY CRAGG

SARA HALL

EMILY SISSON

Residence: Portland, OR
Hometown: Leavenworth, KS
Age: 36

Residence: Flagstaff, AZ
Hometown: Santa Rosa, CA
Age: 36

Residence: Providence, RI
Hometown: Chesterfield, MO
Age: 28

Best OTQ: 2:21:42 (Tokyo, 2018)
Olympic Marathon Trials History:
2012, 4th; 2016, Champion

Best OTQ: 2:22:16 (Berlin, 2019)
Olympic Marathon Trials History:
2016, DNF

Best OTQ: 2:23:08 (London 2019)
Olympic Marathon Trials History:
Debut

Olympic Marathon History: 2016, 9th

Claim to Fame: Her 2:22:16 in Berlin
was the fastest marathon by an
American woman in 2019. This will be
her fifth Olympic Trials, in which she
has competed at three different distances
on the track and in the marathon.

Claim to Fame: In 2017, ran the fastest
half marathon debut by an American
woman (1:08:21), and in 2018 ran the
fastest American marathon debut ever
on a record-eligible course (2:23:08).
She’s also a two-time USATF Champion
(2016, 10K; 2018, 5K).

Claim to Fame: Won 10,000m to make
2012 Olympic Team; won U.S. Olympic
Team Trials – Marathon to make 2016
Olympic Team; 2017 IAAF World
Championships Bronze Medalist; 5thfastest American woman in history
Snapshot: Despite rain that left her
running ankle-deep in puddles,
Cragg’s 2:27:03 debut in the 2011 Los
Angeles Marathon instantly made her
a contender at the 2012 Olympic Team
Trials – Marathon. There, she finished
a heartbroken fourth – one spot shy
of making the U.S. team – and “cried
every day for a month.” But that summer
she would head to the Games after all,
thanks to her Trials victory at 10,000
meters on the track. Flash forward to
2016, when Cragg became a role model
for good sportsmanship by encouraging
Bowerman Track Club training partner
Shalane Flanagan to hang on despite
her struggle in the heat in the marathon
Trials, even slowing her pace to stay with
her foundering teammate. Cragg would
eventually go on to victory, and would
soon catch a collapsing Flanagan in her
arms as she, too, made the team.

Snapshot: One of the most versatile
runners in the sport, Hall has won
a gold medal at the Pan Am Games
in the steeple and USATF titles at
distances from the mile (2011) to the
marathon (2017). Known as a prolific
racer who thrives on short turnarounds,
Hall finished as top American at the
2015 IAAF World Cross Country
Championships just 13 days after
running her marathon debut. In the
fall of 2015, Hall and husband Ryan
(the fastest U.S. marathoner in history
and her coach) adopted four sisters
from Ethiopia: Hana, now 19; Mia, 16;
Jasmine, 12; and Lily, 9. Hana has since
won several Arizona state high school
titles. In 2009, the couple founded the
Hall Steps Foundation to fight world
poverty through better health. She
comes to Atlanta among the favorites,
and recently ran a half marathon PB of
1:08:58.

Snapshot: A two-time NCAA
Champion and the 5000m recordholder for Providence College, Sisson
has competed for Team USA on two
IAAF World Championships teams
at 10,000m and is making her U.S.
Olympic Team Trials – Marathon debut.
In 2019, Sisson arguably had the best
year of any distance runner from the
U.S., kicking it off with a 1:07:30 at
the Aramco Houston Half Marathon,
just five seconds off training partner
Molly Huddle’s American record, and
following that up in March with a
10,000m win at Stanford that made her
the third-fastest U.S. woman in history.
The next month, she ran her 2:23:08 in
London despite falling on both knees
while jogging before the race.

@HastyHastings

@sarahall3

@em_sisson

hastyhastings

sarahall3

@em_sisson
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TOP 10 WOMEN
KELLYN TAYLOR

SALLY KIPYEGO

EMMA BATES

Residence: Flagstaff, AZ
Hometown: Sussex, WI
Age: 33

Residence: Eugene, OR
Hometown: Marakwet, Kenya
Age: 34

Residence: Boise, ID
Hometown: Elk River, MN
Age: 27

Best OTQ: 2:24:29 (Grandma’s, 2018)
Olympic Marathon Trials History:
2016, 6th

Best OTQ: 2:25:10 (Berlin, 2019)
Olympic Marathon Trials History:
Debut

Best OTQ: 2:25:27 (Chicago 2019)
Olympic Marathon Trials History:
Debut

Claim to Fame: In 2016, Taylor finished
sixth in the marathon Trials and fourth
– just missing the team for Rio – at
10,000m. (She also ran the 5000m). She
won the 2018 Grandma’s Marathon in
2:24:29, a course record.

Claim to Fame: While still competing
for Kenya, Kipyego won a silver medal
at 10,000m at both the 2012 Olympics
and 2011 IAAF World Championships.
She was almost a double medalist in the
2012 Games, finishing 4th at 5000m.

Claim to Fame: 2014 NCAA Champion
at 10,000m; 2018 USATF Marathon
Champion; first American in 2019 Bank
of America Chicago Marathon (2:25:27)

Snapshot: After finishing third at the
2009 NCAA Indoor Championships
in the mile just before graduating from
Wichita State, Taylor signed on with
McMillan Elite in Flagstaff only to
discover that she was pregnant. They
held her spot, and after her husband,
Kyle, returned from a tour of duty in
Afghanistan they relocated and Taylor’s
gradual rise in distance began.

Snapshot: A 9-time NCAA Champion
and the first woman in NCAA Div. 1
history to win three consecutive cross
country titles, Kipyego had a stellar
pro track career before shifting to the
marathon: in her debut at the distance,
she finished second at the 2016 TCS
New York City Marathon. Later, she
discovered that she was four weeks’
pregnant at the time with her daughter,
Emma, who was born in July 2017 –
six months after Kipyego had become
a U.S. citizen in January of that year.
Maternity and a bout of malaria kept
her from major racing until January
2019, when she finished 13th in the
Aramco Houston Half Marathon, but
then cramping in her quads forced her
to DNF in Boston. Finally, in September
2019, she completed her second
marathon, a PB and OTQ, in Berlin.

She ran the 2012 Olympic Trials on the
track before her surprising 2:28:40 at
the 2015 Chevron Houston Marathon
stamped her (now with HOKA One
One Northern Arizona Elite) as a
possible contender at the 2016 Olympic
Marathon Trials; this year she is seen as
a serious threat. Outside of running, she
and husband, Kyle, have a 9-year-old
daughter, Kylyn, and are active as foster
parents. She has also completed her
certification to become a firefighter.
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Snapshot: A 12-time All American
at Boise State University, Bates spent
the first two years of her pro career in
Boston before returning in late 2017 to
Boise. She and her then-fiancé/coach,
Kameron Ulmer, bought a house about
an hour northeast of Boise, where they
live with no electricity or running water,
using solar power and batteries and
getting water from a natural spring or
bringing it back from Boise. Their goal is
to eventually live off the land. The move
rejuvenated her career: about a year after
relocating, she ran 2:28:19 to win the
USATF Marathon Championships in her
debut at the distance. Unsponsored at
the time, she did so wearing a black shirt
inscribed “Run for Camp Fire Relief,”
to help raise funds for those affected by
the deadly California wildfire. She and
Ulmer were married last fall a week after
Chicago.

@kellyn_taylor

@sallykipyego

@emmajbates

@kellyn_taylor

@sallykipyego

@emmajanelbates
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TOP 10 WOMEN
MOLLY HUDDLE

DES LINDEN

ALIPHINE TULIAMUK

Residence: Providence, RI
Hometown: Elmira, NY
Age: 35

Residence: Charlevoix, MI
Hometown: Chula Vista, CA
Age: 36

Residence: Flagstaff, AZ
Hometown: Posoy, Kenya
Age: 30

Best OTQ: 2:26:33 (New York, 2019)
Olympic Marathon Trials History:
Debut

Best OTQ: 2:26:46 (New York, 2019)
Olympic Marathon Trials History:
2008, 13th; 2012, 2nd; 2016, 2nd

Best OTQ: 2:26:50 (Rotterdam, 2019)
Olympic Marathon Trials History:
Debut

Claim to Fame: 28-time USATF
Champion and holds six American
Records. This will be her fifth U.S.
Olympic Trials, going back to 2004; she
made Team USA in 2012 and 2016. In
Rio, she finished 6th at 10,000m, setting
an American record of 30:13.17.

Olympic Marathon History: 2012,
DNF (injury); 2016, 7th

Claim to Fame: 9-time USATF
Champion; 15th, 2017 World Cross
Country Championships (top
American)

Snapshot: One of the most successful
U.S. athletes of her generation on the
roads and track, Huddle is competing
in the U.S. Olympic Team Trails –
Marathon for the first time. Huddle
made her long-awaited marathon
debut at the 2016 TCS New York City
Marathon, where she finished 3rd in
2:28:13. She started 2018 in fine form,
breaking Deena Kastor’s 12-year-old half
marathon American record in 67:25 in
January, but suffered brutal conditions
(while running with a tooth infection)
the Boston Marathon a few months later
to finish 13th in 2:50:29. She bounced
back in New York that fall with a
2:26:44, good for 4th, and then lowered
her PB in London when she finished
12th in 2019. She’s known for painting
her fingernails a different color the night
before each race, and is a co-host of the
“Keeping Track” podcast.

Claim to Fame: 2018 Boston Marathon
Champion; 7th, 2016 Olympics
Snapshot: The Trials will be Linden’s
20th career marathon, highlighted by
becoming the first American woman
to win the Boston Marathon in 33
years when she broke the tape in 2018
amid a cold and windswept downpour.
Should she finish in the top three on
February 29, she will make still more
history as the first American woman to
earn a spot on three Olympic marathon
teams. Since finishing 18th in her debut
marathon in Boston 2007, Linden has
rarely finished out of the Top 10 any
of her World Marathon Majors races,
and she’s been in the Top 5 nine times.
Although her 2018 victory was historic,
her 2011 runner-up finish in Boston was
at least as remarkable: Largely under the
radar, Linden came from behind late in
the race to put herself in a sprint finish
on Boylston Street, running 2:22:38 and
coming within two seconds of victory
before sealing the deal seven years later.

Snapshot: After earning a degree in
public health from Wichita State, the
9-time All-American and native of
Kenya became a U.S. citizen in April
2016 as a way to help her family – she
has 31 siblings from her father’s four
wives – and as “the least I could do,
because I wanted to give back to this
country that gave me an amazing
opportunity.” Tuliamuk soon won her
first national title, at the 2016 USATF
25 km Championships; that summer,
she finished 8th at 10,000m in the U.S.
Olympic Trials on the track. Among her
titles is one at 10K, earned at the 2017
AJC Peachtree Road Race. In late June
2019, Tuliamuk was diagnosed with a
stress fracture; she barely ran a step until
August 28 but managed to finish 12th
at the TCS New York City Marathon
on November 3. Tuliamuk’s interest in
health care began when she was 10 and
a baby brother died despite her efforts at
sprinting from one closed dispensary to
another seeking help.

@mollyhuddle

@des_linden

@aliphinetuliamu

@mollyhuddle

@des_linden

@aliphine
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TOP 10 MEN
LEONARD KORIR

SCOTT FAUBLE

JARED WARD

Residence: Colorado Springs, CO
Hometown: Iten, Kenya
Age: 33

Residence: Flagstaff, AZ
Hometown: Golden, CO
Age: 28

Residence: Mapleton, UT
Hometown: Kaysville, UT
Age: 31

Best OTQ: 2:07:56 (Amsterdam, 2019)
Olympic Marathon Trials History:
Debut

Best OTQ: 2:09:09 (Boston, 2019)
Olympic Marathon Trials History:
Debut

Best OTQ: 2:09:25 (Boston, 2019)
Olympic Marathon Trials History:
2016, 3rd

Claim to Fame: Fastest debut marathon
ever by an American (2:07: 56); 2016
Olympian at 10,000m; 10-time USATF
Champion

Claim to Fame: 7th, 2019 Boston
Marathon (2:09:09, top American); 4th,
2016 U.S. Olympic Trials 10,000m

Olympic Marathon History: 2016, 6th

Snapshot: Leonard Korir didn’t start
running until he was 20, when it was
required at the school he was attending
in Kenya, but at Iona College, just
outside New York City, he became a
two-time NCAA Champion and 8-time
All American, graduating in 2012 with a
degree in political science. In September
2015, he joined the U.S. Army, gained
U.S. citizenship and in January 2016
began competing for its World Class
Athletics Program. Korir promptly
made Team USA for the 2016 Olympics.
On October 20, 2019, just two weeks
after finishing 13th at 10,000m in his
second-straight World Championships,
Korir ran the Amsterdam Marathon
in 2:07:56, the fastest-ever debut at the
distance by an American. But in one of
his first races after college, the Belmar
Chase 5K in New Jersey, Korir won after
entering via regular registration, telling
race organizers afterward that he didn’t
ask for an elite bib because “I didn’t
think anyone would know who I was.”
@lennykorir30
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Snapshot: After graduating from
the University of Portland in 2015,
Fauble signed with HOKA One One
Northern Arizona Elite and just a few
months later finished 3rd in the USATF
Club Cross Country Championships,
leading the team to victory. The next
year, he finished 4th at 10,000m at the
U.S. Olympic Trials and was runnerup in the USATF Half Marathon
Championships, stamping himself as a
distance star to watch. He ran his debut
marathon, in Frankfurt, in October
2017 in 2:12:35; his breakthrough came
at the 2019 Boston Marathon, where he
finished 7th overall despite coming into
the race with the second-slowest seed
time in the elite field. In 2018, Fauble
and coach Ben Rosario documented
their four-month training journey to
the TCS New York City Marathon in
a book, “Inside a Marathon.” He also
hosts the “Showrunners” podcast, in
which he talks with other elite athletes
about movies, and is known for a love of
burritos.

Claim to Fame: 2016 Olympian; 2015
USATF Marathon Champion
Snapshot: When an eligibility mix-up
kept Ward from running cross country
at BYU in 2013, his coach – two-time
Olympic marathoner Ed Eyestone
– suggested he train for a marathon
instead. A career was born when he
ran 2:16:17 at the Bank of America
Chicago Marathon. By 2015 he was
USATF Marathon Champion. Although
he came into the 2016 marathon Trials
seeded 14th, he finished 3rd (splitting
a remarkably even 1:06:31/1:06:29) to
make his first Olympic team. In Rio, he
finished a surprising 6th. Afterward,
Ward battled a string of injuries that
almost kept him out of New York
in 2018; instead; he finished as top
American and the news has been all
good since then. Off the roads, Ward
teaches a statistics class at BYU; he
recently appeared on an episode of
“Shark Tank” seeking funding for a
heated massage-therapy ball; and with
his wife, Erica has four children: Paul, 7;
Ellie, 5; Julia, 3; and Magnolia, 1.

@sfaubs

@jwardy21

@sfaubs

@jwardy21
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JACOB RILEY

JERRELL MOCK

PARKER STINSON

Residence: Boulder, CO
Hometown: Bellingham, WA
Age: 31

Residence: Fort Collins, CO
Hometown: Logan, UT
Age: 24

Residence: Boulder, CO
Hometown: Austin, TX
Age: 27

Best OTQ: 2:10:36 (Chicago, 2019)
Olympic Marathon Trials History:
15th, 2016

Best OTQ: 2:10:37 (Chicago, 2019)
Olympic Marathon Trials History:
Debut

Best OTQ: 2:10:53 (Chicago, 2019)
Olympic Marathon Trials History:
Debut

Claim to Fame: 9th overall and top
American, 2019 Bank of America
Chicago Marathon (2:10:36)

Claim to Fame: 10th, 2019 Bank of
America Chicago Marathon (2:10:37)

Claim to Fame: 2019 USATF 25 km
Champion and American Record-holder
(1:13:48)

Snapshot: After appearing to be a rising
star and finishing 15th at the 2016
Olympic Marathon Trials, Jake Riley
disappeared from the sport for almost
three years, hampered by Achilles
issues. After eventually being diagnosed
with Haglund’s syndrome and having
surgery in 2018, he was finally able to
race another marathon this fall – and
finished as the top American in a PB. “I
wasn’t sure I would ever get the chance
to race as an elite again,” he said. “It was
surreal.” Among the changes in Riley’s
life since the 2016 Trials, he moved
from Michigan to Colorado, where
he is studying for a master’s degree in
mechanical engineering and working as
a test-prep tutor. Riley graduated from
Stanford in 2011 as a 2-time Academic
All-American and 8-time All-American,
and says that his favorite running
memory is going 1-2-3 with teammates
Elliott Heath and Chris Derrick at
the 2010 PAC 10 Cross Country
Championships, in a Stanford sweep.

@jakebillriley
@jakebillriley
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Snapshot: The son of two nationallevel cyclists, Mock was a two-time
Mountain West cross country and
10,000m champion and led the 4-time
All American led CSU to the first
Mountain West cross country title in
school history. After graduating in
May 2018, he continued to be coached
by Art Siemers and spent the rest of
the year getting accustomed to road
racing. Training with 2:13 marathoner
Andrew Epperson, Mock had hoped
to break 2:14 in Chicago – his debut at
the distance – but instead his 2:10:37
made him the 5th-fastest American
marathoner of 2019 and an instant
contender for the 2020 Olympic team.
Should he succeed, he would be the
youngest male ever to do so. Just weeks
ago, he was signed to compete for the
Boston Athletic Association, and plans
to relocate in the future.

@jer_mock

Snapshot: A 9-time All-American at
the University of Oregon and 3-time
USATF Junior 10,000m Champion,
Stinson made his marathon debut at
the 2017 USATF Championships. It
was a dramatic one: he finished 31st in
2:18:07 after hitting Mile 22 on 2:09 pace
– which few Americans have ever run
– until being attacked by cramps and
side stitches. It was not the last time that
fans would see him race aggressively, but
in setting his PB last fall in Chicago he
ran almost exactly even splits of 1:05:25
and 1:05:28. Last year was a good one
for Stinson: he ran a half marathon
PB of 1:02:11 in Houston to kick it off,
and in May split the half even faster
(1:02:02) in winning his first national
title and setting an American record
in the USATF 25 km Championships.
He is coached by three-time Olympian
Dathan Ritzenhein, who is also expected
to be on the Trials starting line.

@parkerstinson
@_parker_stinson
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TOP 10 MEN
ANDREW
BUMBALOUGH

MATT McDONALD

MATT LLANO

Residence: Atlanta, GA
Hometown: Clinton, NJ
Age: 26

Residence: Flagstaff, AZ
Hometown: Annapolis, MD
Age: 31

Best OTQ: 2:11:10 (Chicago, 2019)
Olympic Marathon Trials History:
Debut

Best OTQ: 2:11:14 (Berlin, 2019)
Olympic Marathon Trials History:
6th, 2016 (2:15:16)

Claim to Fame: 4th, 2012 Olympic
Trials, 5000m; 5th, 2018 Boston
Marathon

Claim to Fame: 2015 Ivy League
Champion, 10,000m; 14th, 2019 Bank
of America Chicago Marathon (2:11:10,
fifth American)

Claim to Fame: 14th, 2019 BMW Berlin
Marathon (2:11:14, top American); 2nd,
2015 USATF Marathon Championships

Snapshot: A 10-time state champion as
a Tennessee high schooler, Bumbalough
went on to become a 6-time AllAmerican at Georgetown before seeing
early success as a pro: He came within
one spot of making the 2012 U.S.
Olympic Team in 2012 when he finished
fourth at 5000m. In 2013 he won the
USATF 5 km title, and in March of 2015
debuted in the half marathon in 1:02:04
Soon after, he suffered a groin injury
that required surgery; complications
led to another injury in early 2016 that
slowed him for another season and kept
him from the 2016 Trials. After a long
rehab, “Bumbi” shifted his focus to the
marathon, debuting at Tokyo in 2017.
The Trials will be his fifth marathon. On
the home front, he and his wife, Anne,
serve as foster parents; they adopted
their 7-year-old son, Legend. According
to his bio on the Bowerman Track Club
website, “He’s an avid fan of the band
Phish, but he’s not obnoxious about it.”

Snapshot: The 2011 Ivy League Rookie
of the Year at Princeton, McDonald
captained the team in 2014-2015 to its
Triple Crown of winning the Ivy cross
country, indoor and outdoor titles –
winning the 10,000m outdoors and
finishing second at 5000m indoors.
In 2015, when he moved to Atlanta
to pursue a Doctorate in Chemical
Engineering at Georgia Institute of
Technology, he thought he might have
to quit running, but instead joined
Atlanta Track Club and ran his first
Trials qualifier (2:18:31) at the 2017
California International Marathon in his
debut at the distance. He bettered that
time significantly in Chicago last fall. On
days when McDonald ran twice while
training for Chicago, he would start a
lab experiment in the afternoon, run six
miles, then return to the experiment.
Given that he lives about a mile from
the Trials course, McDonald should feel
right at home on February 29.

Residence: Portland, OR
Hometown: Brentwood, TN
Age: 32
Best OTQ: 2:10:56 (Chicago, 2019)
Olympic Marathon Trials History:
Debut

@abumbalough
@abumbalough

@oldmcdonald93

Snapshot: In 2011, Matt Llano was
struck by an SUV while on a training
run. He later developed difficulty
breathing on long runs, and almost daily
contemplated quitting the sport. But
in January 2014, he popped a 1:01:47
to earn a spot on Team USA for the
World Half Marathon Championships.
After a disappointing marathon debut
of 2:17:43 in 2014 at Chicago, he made
huge leaps in 2015 on the way to a
6th-place showing at the 2016 Olympic
Marathon Trial. Then, injuries and three
surgeries sidelined him for most of two
years. He came back to run a 2:13:42 in
the Mainova Frankfurt Marathon in late
October 2017. In June 2018 he left NAZ
Elite (which he’d joined in 2013) and
now coaches himself; 2019 Berlin was
a PB. In a blog post in December 2013,
Llano came out publicly as gay. “I want
to help advance this movement in any
way I can,” he wrote.

@mattllano
@mattllano
Top 10 entrants as of February 10. Subject to change.
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THE QUALIFIERS: PATRICK REAVES

WITH LATE FATHER
IN MIND, A RETURN
TO THE STREETS
OF ATLANTA
By Amby Burfoot

At The Westminster School, wrestling was Patrick Reaves’
first love. In ninth grade, a muscular 5-feet, 10 inches, he hit
the scale at 171 pounds. But something also drew the Atlanta
native to endurance challenges. He ran track and cross country
to stay fit, and at age 19 decided to tackle his first marathon –
the 2003 Atlanta Marathon, finishing in 2:56:46.
In a description bordering on the poetic, the 35-year-old,
who now lives in Portland, Oregon, remembers: “I gained an
enlightened understanding of the marathon’s discomfort.”
In the late, painful miles, Reaves wondered what had attracted
his father, Jerry, to marathon running. Jerry qualified for the
Boston Marathon in 1986. Early the next January, he was out
training for Boston when he was struck and killed by a car. The
driver had fallen asleep at the wheel.
Just 2 years old at the time, Reaves has no memories of his
dad. “I’ve spent a lot of years wondering what our relationship
might have been like, what we might have done together,”
Reaves said. “When I’m running, I know that’s something
he did, too. I know we shared similar experiences. That’s one
thing that makes running really important to me.”

focus on running a peak effort every year at the California
International Marathon (CIM) in Sacramento – known for its
top-notch organization, excellent weather and fast course.

After high school and then graduation from the University
of Maryland, Reaves lived in the usual assortment of places
– D.C., New York City, San Francisco, and then Portland. No
matter what his address, he kept running. In fact, he figures he
has averaged more than 80 miles a week for nearly 15 years.

And despite the old “rule” that marathoners stop improving
after seven years, Reaves kept notching faster times. In 2016,
he ran 2:25:51 at CIM. In 2017, he ran 2:23:13. He wasn’t
taking big chunks of time off his personal record, but he kept
plugging away.

Still, he was never a star. You might call him a “plugger.” He’s
the type of guy you definitely want on your team, because
he shows up every day, and always gets the job done. But he
doesn’t make the headlines.

Then came the news that changed everything. On April 23,
2018, Reaves learned that his hometown had been chosen to
host the 2020 U.S. Olympic Team Trials – Marathon. First
thought: Party time! He called all his friends from the various
places he had lived and suggested a reunion in Atlanta.
Barbecue. Drinks. Fierce cheering for their favorites. What
could be better?

Pluggers do well in the marathon, where consistency and hard
work count for a lot, and Reaves got steadily faster with the
passing years. He improved from the 2:50s to the 2:40s, then
dropped down into the rarefied 2:30s. And on a breakthrough
day at Boston in 2014, he ran 2:29:31.
But Reaves wasn’t done. Once settled in Oregon, he began to
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A second idea formed more slowly, because it seemed distant,
hazy, almost fantastical. What if he could run a sub-2:19
marathon and actually qualify to compete? “I thought, OK,
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I’m 34, and I work full time,” he remembers. “But when am I
going to get another opportunity like this? It was a big kick in
the pants.”
The California International Marathon is held in early
December, so Reaves began his training block in September.
For three months, he did little but run, work, eat and sleep.
“It’s a good thing my wife, Valerie, is a runner, too,” he noted.
“She gets me. She totally supports me.” (Valerie is aiming for a
sub-1:40 half marathon this year.)
As a member of the Bowerman Track Club’s elite (but not
professional) team, Reaves trained with a handful of dedicated
marathoners. They kept pushing their boundaries. One
weekend, the tight group completed a 20-miler at 5:29 pace,
“talking all the way,” said Reaves. Another week, they did a
16-miler at 5:16 pace. No talking. He whittled his weight down
to the low 160s, still considerably higher than many of his
running peers
The success formula in marathon running, never easy to
achieve, is nonetheless simple and well-known. Do the
work, do the work, do the work. Stay patient, stay patient,
stay patient. “By the time I got to Sacramento, I was quietly
confident,” Reaves admitted. “I’d run enough marathons. I
knew I was in shape.”

Photos: Courtesy FlashFrame and Patrick Reaves

He stayed confident through the first half, passing the
13.1 marker in 68:47. That’s when his friend and training/
racing partner, Jared Carson, turned to him and announced,
“Congratulations, you just set a PR.” That’s a sobering thought
when you have another 13.1 miles still stretched out ahead.
Two miles later, Reaves noticed that Carson and several others
were pulling ahead. Everyone was aiming for a Trials qualifier.
He also felt the dull, blunt edge of fatigue. The first crack in his
armor? Nope. Just a good time to double down. “I told myself,
‘OK, this is where you need to get tough,’” Reaves recalled.
“You’ve got to hang in there with Jared.”
He did, running the second 13.1 miles just a few seconds
slower than the first to finish in 2:17:40 – a nearly-six-minute
PR. Carson, who also grew up in Atlanta, crossed the line just
10 seconds later. They were headed for Atlanta as racers not
spectators. “We hugged immediately,” Reaves recalled. “We
were so elated. It’s hard to describe. We were almost in a state
of disbelief.”
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Reaves credits his continuous development to the running
communities he has belonged to through the years. “Without
them, I might not be running now,” he observed, “and I
probably wouldn’t have improved as much as I have. For sure, I
wouldn’t have had as much fun.”
Carson said Reaves is a fierce-yet-humble competitor who
gives more than he receives: “Running with a guy like him
the last couple of years has allowed me and all our training
partners to step up our game.”
Reaves is no longer planning any big parties for Trials
weekend, at least not until late Saturday afternoon after the
race. While he has little to no shot at a top-three finish, he’s not
thinking about limits. After all, that’s not what got him to the
Trials.
“I want to be competitive,” said Reaves, whose mother,
stepfather and brother still live in Atlanta. “This will probably
be my only Olympic Trials, which makes it my Olympics.
I want to run the absolute best I can, and finish as high as
possible.”
Inevitably, when the going gets tough on February 29, he’ll
muse about the marathoning father he never knew. He’ll
wonder what his father might be thinking if he could watch
and cheer for his son. “I’m pretty sure he’d be proud of me,”
Reaves said. “And since he wasn’t very fast, he might be
surprised to see me out there competing with the country’s
best.”
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THE QUALIFIERS: ATLANTA NATIVE GRACIE GRIFFITH

PUBLIX ATLANTA
MARATHON CHAMP
WON’T DEFEND TITLE…
SHE’S RUNNING TRIALS

By Théoden Janes

As recently as five months ago, no one would have bet money
that Gracie Griffith would run fast enough to qualify for the
2020 U.S. Olympic Team Trials – Marathon. Probably not even
Gracie Griffith.
She had a serious stress fracture. She was running only on grass,
logging almost exclusively 10-, 11-, sometimes 12-minute miles.
And she was doing a bit of wrestling with her identity as a runner,
having parted ways with the Clemson University cross country
team over differences in training philosophy with her coach, after
trying to join the program for the first time as a senior.
Although she’d won the 2019 Publix Atlanta Marathon in
3:00:52, then posted a 2:52:19 at Boston less than two months
later, she still needed to find more than seven minutes to
qualify. It seemed virtually impossible, given everything
Griffith was dealing with.

Photo: Joaquin Lara

Yet, despite an alarmingly dubious training block, Griffith
went for broke in October at the Bank of America Chicago
Marathon and crossed the finish line with eight seconds to
spare, in 2:44:52. As a result, the Virginia-Highland native and
Grady High School alumna will toe the line at the Trials in the
heart of her hometown.
It’s another in a string of improbable successes for a young
woman who has come out of nowhere before – first to win
the Atlanta Public Schools Cross Country Championship as a
longshot senior at Grady, then again after she started dabbling
in the XTERRA Georgia Trail Run Series as a sophomore
at Clemson and wound up winning back-to-back regional
championships.
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So how has she gotten to where she is as an elite runner? By
her own admission, it’s a rather radical recipe.
She doesn’t have a coach. She’s been running faster to get ready
for the Trials than she was before Chicago, but said that her
90 to 100 miles per week this winter have still mostly been
at a conversational 8-ish pace. She probably does way more
walking than her peers. (“I really think that kind of helps to
shake out your legs and get circulation flowing; you're not just
running and then sitting the rest of the day.”) And she almost
certainly trains in cotton T-shirts (or what she calls “like,
whatever clothes”) more often than her competitors.
“I am a serious runner, but I don't take running too seriously,”
said the 21-year-old, who is on track to graduate summa cum
laude from Clemson’s honors college this spring and then
plans to head to law school. “I'm not gonna be a professional
runner, so I'm just having as much fun as I can. I love that I'm
pretty fast, but to be honest I think I'd be out there doing the
races that I’ve been doing even if I wasn't.”
As for the no-coach approach: “I know that my training right
now is working, but it's so unorthodox that I can't imagine a
coach who wouldn't want to come in and change something.
And if they didn't want to change something, then I wouldn't
need to pay them. … I mean, there's always the possibility that
I could even get faster more quickly. But I’m improving at a
pretty steady rate that's quite remarkable as it is. Plus, the kind
of running I'm doing now really just gives me joy. So I think,
why mess with that?”
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ATLANTA TRACK CLUB ELITE: THE HOME TEAM
By Jay Holder

In Atlanta, the home teams are the Braves, the Dream, the
Falcons, United and Atlanta Track Club Elite. As the Super
Bowl of professional distance running comes to town, Club
runners will likely be among the fan favorites as they chase
their Olympic dreams on familiar streets. On Saturday,
February 29, seven Atlanta Track Club athletes will be on the
start line, four more than the Club had at the last Trials four
years ago. (There would have been eight, but Bridget Belyeu,
who placed fifth at the 2018 USATF Marathon Championships
and has a personal best of 2:31:00, was forced to withdraw
with a stress fracture.)

They are among the more than 20 athletes on Atlanta
Track Club Elite, coached by 2008 Olympian Amy Begley,
who in 2014 became the Club’s first full-time coach, and
Andrew Begley, a former assistant coach at the University
of Connecticut. In addition to the Trials qualifiers, the Elite
counts among its members Keturah Orji, 2016 Olympian in
the triple jump, Yolanda Ngarambe, Sweden’s indoor mile
record-holder; and Paralympic sprinter Jarryd Wallace.
Here’s a look at the athletes who will be wearing the familiar
Winged A on their chest on race day.

Maegan Krifchin
Age: 31
Best: 2:32:47
After finishing seventh in the 2016 Trials, Krifchin is looking to move up at least four
spots and make the podium in her adopted hometown. A Long Island native and
Syracuse University graduate, Krifchin is the newest member of Atlanta Track Club’s
team, having joined the group in the fall of 2019. The hills of Atlanta will play to her
strengths: Krifchin is the course record-holder at the aptly named Mountain Goat 10
Miler in Syracuse, New York. But she also has speed on the flat roads, having run a
personal best of 1:09:51 at the Rock ‘n’ Roll Philadelphia Half Marathon in 2015.

Laurie Knowles
Age: 42
Best: 2:36:01
In Atlanta, Knowles will be competing in her fourth consecutive Trials. She qualified
in November of 2018 when she won the CNO Financial Indianapolis Monumental
Marathon, setting what was at the time a course record of 2:37:52. Knowles, a
longtime member of the Atlanta running community, once served on Atlanta Track
Club’s board of directors. Andrew and Amy Begley were her college teammates at the
University of Arkansas during the Razorbacks’ dominance in the late 1990s. Knowles
has a 10-year-old son and 5-year-old daughter.
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Lacey Krout
Age: 30
Best: 2:38:55
Krout is also a parent, with boys ages 7 and 4. She made a splash in her debut at the
distance, winning the Publix Atlanta Marathon (then known as the Publix Georgia
Marathon) in 2017. Since then, the former collegiate 400-meter hurdler has lowered
her marathon time by more than 14 minutes. Krout recently relocated to Savannah
with her family. She works as an executive assistant at Savannah College of Art and
Design, where her husband is the head cross country coach.

Morgan VanGorder
Age: 30
Best: 2:41:15
After taking most of 2018 off from running, VanGorder returned to the sport in
January 2019 and had a breakthrough performance that fall at the Medtronic Twin
Cities Marathon. There, she set a personal best by more than seven minutes to
qualify for her first Trials. A Global and U.S. Immigrations Manager for Manhattan
Associates, VanGorder competed for the University of Georgia and hails from a
football family. Her father, Brian, is a veteran coach who has worked as the defensive
coordinator for the Atlanta Falcons, University of Georgia and Auburn University,
and is currently at Bowling Green University.

Sallie Post
Age: 32
Best: 2:41:28
Now living in Portland, Oregon, Post is preparing for her second appearance at the
Trials under the coaching of Amy and Andrew Begley. Post qualified for the 2020
Trials less than a year after undergoing knee surgery. Now, she’s recovering from
another surgery, to repair a torn peroneal tendon. Post looks forward to coming back
to Atlanta after heading west early last year to relocate for her husband’s job.

Matt McDonald
Age: 26
Best: 2:11:10
McDonald shattered his personal best by more than three minutes at the 2019 Bank
of America Chicago Marathon, where he was the fifth American finisher. Currently
earning his Ph.D. in Chemical Engineering at Georgia Tech, McDonald came to
Atlanta after graduating from Princeton University, where he was the 2015 Ivy League
Champion in the 10,000 meters. He comes into the Trials as the ninth-fastest qualifier.
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Wilkerson Given
Age: 28
Best: 2:11:44
Given ran in the same pack that swept his teammate McDonald to a new personal
best in Chicago last year. He crossed the finish line with a new top time as well. The
Furman University alum will be making his second appearance in the Trials, but his
first as a member of Atlanta Track Club. When not running, Given is a marketing
executive for Rollga LLC, which makes recovery tools for athletes
AMERICA'S MARATHON WEEKEND
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THE QUALIFIERS: MEGAN CUNNINGHAM

FROM
SHATTERED
SKULL TO
SHATTERING
EXPECTATIONS
By Rita Giordano

Megan Cunningham was dozing off in the back
seat of a truck driven by her mother, Denise, en
route to a family camping trip in Wyoming in July
2015 when she heard her father suddenly shout
“Slow down!” and saw their new camper swing,
horrifyingly, around the side of the truck.
And then everything went black.
The rollover ultimately left Joe Cunningham, an elevator
mechanic, paralyzed from the chest down. Megan
Cunningham’s skull was fractured in more 20 places and
her neck was broken in four. “Impressive” was the word the
doctors used for her injuries.
In the Kansas hospital where Cunningham was taken after
the crash, she insisted on letting her coaches at the University
of Missouri-Columbia – where she had just finished her
sophomore track and cross country season – know that she
wanted to redshirt that fall. That was before she realized that she
might never walk again, let alone run.
Brett Halter, Mizzou’s head coach of men’s and women’s track and
field, and Mark Burns, her event coach, traveled to Kansas to visit
Cunningham while she was still in the hospital.
“We’re walking out of there thinking, ‘If this kid makes it, is she going
to have a normal life?’” Halter recalled.
Her doctors were leery about Cunningham even going back to school,
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but she insisted. And although she was forbidden from
undertaking any physical activity that would raise her heart
rate, by August she was showing up at cross country practice
so that she could at least be with her team.
“In a crisis situation, you need your family, and her team was
a family,” said Halter. “It was never about running. That was
so far away from even our imaginations. It was about, ‘Let the
kid stay connected to help her get through this thing and make
sure she can finish her education.’”
Cunningham, now 24, had her own ideas.
For someone who initially joined track in elementary school
just because it meant a day off from school, she had grown to
love running. In high school, she did her part as a member of a
state championship team.
So, the fall semester after the accident, she showed up at
practices and walked. At first, even that was hard.
“I could hardly make it from the parking lot to the track,
which was probably about 200 meters,” Cunningham said.
After a couple of months, she was cleared to start exercising,
first on a stationary bike. After a while, she tried jogging. Then
she started working with a trainer, who helped ease her back
to running.
“I basically felt like a newborn deer,” Cunningham said. “It felt
very unnatural. It was just very, very gradual.”
Since there was no protocol for coming back from injuries
like hers, she learned to listen to her body, just feeling her way
from one day to the next.
In February 2016, Cunningham ran in the Missouri Collegiate
Challenge. Her time wasn’t even close to her best, but she
finished. She remembers that she couldn’t stop smiling.
Halter said he began to get reports that Cunningham who had
been a capable runner but not the best, was looking pretty good.
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“Probably one of the hidden blessings here is that she wasn’t the
No. 1 kid, so she could kind of take her time,” the coach said.
“Megan was able to stay steady and just try to focus on herself.”

Then it came to her attention that the qualifying time for the
Olympic Marathon Trials was 2:45. Maybe she could do it, she
thought. In fall of 2019, she ran the Bank of America Chicago
Marathon. Her time was 2:41:15, easily beating the standard in
her first attempt at the distance.
Cunningham’s parents have always been their only child’s
biggest fans. In the early days after the accident, part of
Megan’s motivation to push herself and not give up was her
dad. Her drive and her determination to never, ever, give up
has in turn inspired him again and again.
“It’s amazed me because, really, before the accident, she was
running OK, she was like middle of the pack. But after she
recovered from her accident, she got motivated to do the best she
could and she just went up from there,” said Joe Cunningham, 61,
who has been able to see Megan race only once since the crash
because travel is so difficult for him. “The sky’s the limit.”
His pony-tailed daughter has long been a striver. “She always
took her studies really seriously. She always took her running
real seriously.” Whatever she might have lacked in natural
ability, dad said, “she makes up for by her work ethic.”
“She earned it,” said Joe Cunningham of his Comeback Kid.
“She didn’t do it the easy way.”
For now, Cunningham is back home in Missouri, taking a
leave from med school to prepare for the Trials in topography
closer to the challenge of hilly Atlanta.
“I just want to use this opportunity to continue to grow and
have the opportunity to race against the best women in the
country,” Cunningham said. “Just being in the same event as
them, having that opportunity is incredible. I want to be able
to learn from them and, on that day, just put myself up in the
mix and see what I can do.”
She says she’s not thinking about a spot on the Olympic team
– at least not this time around. She’s leaving that door open for
the future.
Given what this odds-defying Missourian has managed so far,
don’t bet against her.

She just got better and better. Then, in her senior year, just two
years after that shaky first return run, Cunningham blasted
through and won the SEC indoor championships at 5000 meters.
“It was just an absolute dominating effort,” Halter said.
A few months later, the runner who some feared might never
walk again won a second SEC title, this time at 10,000 meters.
Her miraculous comeback earned her the prestigious national
Honda Inspiration Award, given annually to a female NCAA
athlete who has overcome extraordinary physical or emotional
adversity. That was after she’d been honored at Mizzou with its
courage award – which was renamed the Megan Cunningham
Inspiration Award.
A high-achieving student as well, she was accepted into
Eastern Virginia Medical School. But she wasn’t quite done yet
with running. For the heck of it, she entered a 10K race near
her new school and won. That caused a local stir. She started
training again.
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THE QUALIFIERS: DANNY DOCHERTY

HE’S FASTER THAN
HIS MOM, BUT HAS
A LONG WAY TO
CATCH UP
By Barbara Huebner

To Danny Docherty, running his first U.S. Olympic Team
Trials – Marathon on February 29, growing up with a mom
who got up at 6 a.m. to run was no big deal. It’s just what she
did.
Ho hum. On her way to becoming the only runner, male or
female, to complete the Trials six times.
“I have a better perspective of what that’s like now,” he said.
Docherty, 30, qualified for the Trials in his debut, a 2:18:27 effort
at the 2019 Chevron Houston Marathon. He lowered that mark
to 2:15:55 in finishing third at the 2019 Medtronic Twin Cities
Marathon, a race in which he pushed the pace early on.
“He has more talent and drive than I ever had,” said Bev
Docherty of her son. “I never pushed the pace; I was just
keeping the pace.”
Bev was 25 when she ran the inaugural Trials for women in 1984,
in 2:45:33, which would be her fastest Trials by 4 ½ minutes.
(Her marathon PB is 2:38:23.) She and her husband, Jim – who
met while competing for the University of Iowa – had their first
child, Jennie, in May 1987. Between the 1988 and 1992 Trials,
Danny and Laura would come along; Bev was still nursing and
recovering from a C-section on race day, with Laura only five
months old. Their youngest child, Kevin, was born in 1995.
Of the four women left after 2000 who had finished all five
Trials, only Bev – by then 46 – would be on the start line
in 2004, but not without drama: She fell short on her first
qualifying attempt, in 2002, by 33 seconds. “Part of me felt, ‘am
I foolish to be trying this?” she recalled.
Bev’s second attempt, in January 2004, was a DNF. But her
next workout went fine, so she headed to the Motorola Austin
Marathon in mid-February, telling almost no one. There, she
got her OTQ with just over a minute to spare.
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Two months later, feeling blessed and lucky to be crossing the
line at her sixth Trials, “I was just crying,” she said. “I knew:
This is it.”
Although she did give it one last shot, she dropped out of a
single 2008 qualifying attempt to avoid worsening an injury –
but not until Danny had done his best to help, running in front
of her for several miles to block a strong headwind.
“He didn’t even remember it,” said Docherty, 62, who was the
USATF Master’s Marathon Champion in 1998 and 2000, and
still holds 15 single-age Minnesota records from 15K to the
AMERICA'S MARATHON WEEKEND

marathon. A teacher and high school coach, her athletes have
included Mason Ferlic, who went on to become an NCAA
Champion in the steeplechase.
Like his siblings, Docherty played multiple sports as a
youngster, even leading both the soccer and cross country
teams to conference titles his senior year, before focusing
on running. Laura went on to become the University of
Minnesota 10,000-meter record holder, and all four competed
for Division I schools: Jennie and Kevin at Iowa, and Docherty
at Loyola. After a less-than-successful stab at pro running right
after college, Docherty has been on an upward trajectory since
rejoining Minnesota Distance Elite in 2017.
At the Trials, he’s aiming for Top 40 and a personal best, “on a
really good day, under 2:14.”
Equaling his mother’s streak, however, is not foremost among
his goals: “She got an earlier start than me.”
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THE QUALIFIERS: KATIE KELLNER

“WHAT WAS I THINKING?
WE’RE ALL GOING TO
DROWN”
By Chris Lotsbom

Call it fate, destiny or right-place, right-time. Katie Kellner is
thankful she was late getting out the door on September 24,
2019. For on that warm fall day, the 28-year-old runner saved
a man from drowning.
Kellner, a member of the Boston Athletic Association racing
team who will be competing in her second U.S. Olympic
Team Trials – Marathon, almost didn’t train at all that day,
but a text from her college coach motivated her to finally get
going. Three miles into an easy run around the Chestnut Hill
Reservoir, a running hot spot adjacent to Boston College,
Kellner noticed a golden retriever head into the water to chase
a swan.
The pup ventured deeper and deeper, prompting the dog’s
walker to follow. Soon, stranded and struggling, the man
began screaming for help.
Kellner sprang into action, ditching her shoes and scrambling
down the embankment into the water. The next 10 minutes
would make Kellner a hero.
“They both started bobbing up and down,” Kellner recalled,
perhaps 200 yards away. Upon reaching them, both the man
and dog latched onto her shoulders, frightened and desperate
for help. “There was definitely this moment of Oh my gosh,
what was I thinking? We’re all going to drown.”
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Kellner decided to focus on the man first, swimming him
back toward shore. The dog soon followed. Relying on past
EMT training, Kellner kept the man calm until emergency
personnel arrived and transported him to a local hospital.
“Katie’s efforts were heroic, no doubt,” said William Evans,
Boston College executive director of public safety and former
Boston police chief who is himself a marathoner. “She
witnessed a man struggling in the water with his dog and,
without hesitation, dove into the water and rescued him. She
clearly saved his life … Our police officers on site were so
impressed by her selfless action, and the fact she seemed to
have not lost a breath due to her athletic ability.”

a Boston Celtics game, receiving the team’s Heroes Among
Us award. Kellner was also recognized on the field at Boston
College’s Red Bandana football game, an honor that held
poignant significance because the game was in memory of
Welles Crowther, a BC graduate who died saving lives on 9/11.
People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals (PETA) gave
Kellner its Compassionate Action Award, and at the end of
2019 selected her as one of the Top Animal Rescuers of the
Year.
Kellner said the experience was life-changing, giving her more
confidence and courage, and that she’s used it in her Olympic
Trials prep. “It’s something that has crossed my mind [during
workouts] and has made me realize that I might be stronger
than I think I am.”

Kellner never thought twice about jumping in, despite not
knowing how deep the water was. “It’s amazing how your body
can respond when you have that adrenaline,” she said.

In Atlanta, Kellner hopes to improve on her 28th-place finish
from 2016. She can count on three supporters back in Boston
who will be wishing her well: the man she saved (who has
shied away from publicity), the golden retriever and the dog’s
owner. Since the rescue, Kellner has kept in touch and will
occasionally see them while running around the reservoir.
They always say hi.

In the months since the rescue, Kellner has been recognized
both locally and nationally. She drew a standing ovation at

“It’s kind of cool that a little friendship came out of it all,” said
Kellner.
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THE QUALIFIERS: BRITTANY CHARBONEAU

MAKING IT UP
AS SHE GOES
ALONG AND
LAUGHING ALL
THE WAY
By Barbara Huebner

Among the rules of improv theater are these:
There are no mistakes, only opportunities. Don’t
deny. Stay present. Say “Yes, and …”
So when comedic performer Brittany Charboneau
found herself in the “pinch me” moment of leading
in the early miles of the 2018 TCS New York City
Marathon – fronting a pack of women that included
an Olympic champion in Vivian Cheruiyot and a world
record-holder in Mary Keitany – she went to work,
telling herself: “I’m running with the best of the best.
These women are amazing. Yes, and … I am, too!”
In improv, performers are not allowed to negate the
statements of their stage partners. If they say you’re leading
the world’s largest marathon, you’re leading the world’s largest
marathon. You don’t say “No, that’s crazy.” You say “Yes.” You
embrace it and advance the story.
Charboneau, a 31-year-old from Denver and winner of the 2019
Marine Corps Marathon, is hoping to advance hers all the way to
the Tokyo Olympics.
“That’s my goal, and I’m training for that,” she said. “For me, if
you’re at that level or on the cusp of making the team, you have
to approach it and believe it and tell yourself you’re capable of it.
Otherwise, you’re defeated. Race and you never know what happens.”
Now that sounds like improv, the art of creating theater in the moment.
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“Saying ‘yes, and ...’ means you accept
the unknown gracefully, which people
in sports need to do all the time,” said
Denise Maes, co-founder of Bovine
Metropolis Theater in Denver, where
Charboneau teaches and performs. “It
says, ‘You have my attention and I’m
going to build on what you just offered
me.”

I’m at right now,” she said.

Charboneau heads to Atlanta with a
qualifying time of 2:36:25, which she
earned in finishing sixth at the 2018
Los Angeles Marathon. She was hoping
to improve on that at the 2019 Marine
Corps Marathon in late October, where
she went in with a goal of 2:28 but
was thwarted by rain and heat as she
reluctantly settled for a victory in 2:44:47.

In her 52-minute one-woman show, in
which she has an ongoing conversation
with a “talking” treadmill, Charboneau
takes the audience through a 17-year
running journey that began after it
became clear that softball wouldn’t work
out and she couldn’t afford gymnastics.
(When the voice of running tells the
13-year-old newbie they could stay
together for the rest of their lives,
Charboneau hesitates. “I don’t know if
my mom would like it if we had that big
of a commitment,” she tells the treadmill
as she jogs. “She hasn’t even let me get
silky underwear yet.”)

“I was ready,” she said. “I still feel like
even though it didn’t come together on
the day of the race, I know I have that
speed and capability in me. I’m more
motivated than ever.” She has already
traveled to Atlanta twice to scout the
course, at Atlanta Track Club’s Road to
Gold race last spring and a Club-hosted
group test run the weekend before Thanksgiving.
After competing as a walk-on for Colorado State University,
from which she graduated in 2010, Charboneau launched a
career in sales and marketing that in 2014 included a stint
living in Australia. Looking for a way to meet people, she took
an acting class and found herself putting a comedic spin on
even serious themes and discovered that she loved “the high
of making people laugh.” After returning to the States, she
lived in Chicago and started taking classes there, studying and
writing comedy at theaters including the famed Second City.
In 2015, she won the first race of her life, the Chi Town Half
Marathon.
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“It all came together at the same time,” she said, of comedy and
running. “The two have kind of grown together.”
Perhaps the first public example came one weekend in May
2017. On a Saturday night, she competed in the finals of a
months-long contest at Bovine Metropolis Theater to find
“Denver’s Next Improv Star,” then set an early alarm to run the
Colfax Marathon. After falling short of victory on the stage,
she won the marathon a few hours later in a course record
2:52:50, a five-minute personal best.
Soon after, just before getting married, she quit her full-time
job at OtterBox (which still sponsors her) because she was
“pretty sure I could be a professional runner and make this
work and also be this famous actress.” She acknowledges having
no basis on which to justify the decision other than a gut
feeling, something in her soul that told her she had to do it.
“Looking back, I’m like ‘what were you thinking,’ but also
looking back, I never could have imagined I would be where
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In 2018, after being inspired at a February
workshop at Second City, Charboneau
returned to Denver and just three days
later – without a single word written –
booked Bovine for a June one-woman
show. Thus was born “My Long Distance
Relationship With Running – From the
Early Miles to the Olympic Trials.”

“It’s important to me to not just be
running,” she said. “It’s my full-time
focus but at the end of the day I also have to have my creative
outlets.”
Sometimes they carry over into the training itself. After a back
injury forced Charboneau to scratch from the Virgin Money
London Marathon this spring, her coach Jenni Nettik decided
that her training needed an overhaul and devised theme weeks
to inject some fun into her routine. For instance, “Presidents
Week” included a run to Lincoln Park in a shirt the color of a
copper penny; “Rebel Week” featured a tattoo and backwards
running.
“It’s getting some of that creative energy she has and using it to
power her through her runs,” said Nettik. “If you overthink it,
the fun leaves.”
There will be runners at the Trials, Charboneau readily
concedes, who wouldn’t find dressing up as a former president
conducive to their training. The same could probably be said
for her habit of gleefully picking up pennies on her runs, or
even her foray last summer onto the trails – in which she won
all three of her races.
But every apparent diversion has a point. Theme weeks keep
her fresh. Pennies are seemingly insignificant things that add
up, just like miles. Trail races make the hills of Atlanta look a
lot smaller.
Another rule of improv? Make statements.
“I’m having fun and training harder than ever, but doing it my
way and doing it with just silliness,” said the woman found on
Istagram as funnyrunner26.2. “You can accomplish big things
while still having fun. Working really hard, but playing.”
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THE QUALIFIERS: MISSY ROCK

COLLEGE STAR
COMES FULL
FAMILY CIRCLE
By Barbara Huebner

As Missy Buttry, she had one of the most successful
NCAA Division III careers in history as a 14-time national
champion and the first woman to win three consecutive
cross country titles, for Wartburg College in Iowa.
As Missy Rock, she sometimes runs training loops of ¼
mile – up to 40 of them – around her home in Prior Lake,
Minnesota, so she can keep an eye on her four kids as they
play in the yard.
Somehow, that just feels right. Because during her college
career, Rock was known for her family as much as for her
running.
Now numbering 16 – all but three adopted, many
internationally and some with special needs – the children of
Don and Pam Buttry would pile out of a van in their “Missy’s
Fan Club” T-shirts, their devotion literally painted on their
faces, as they traveled to her competitions. Many of them, part
of an entourage of perhaps 25 in all, will be in Atlanta when
Rock runs her first U.S. Olympic Team Trials – Marathon, and
rumor has it that the T-shirts will re-appear.
“My sister said “I actually have mine, and it still fits me,” said
Rock.
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Rock’s life today seems to fit her, too, but that doesn’t mean she
hasn’t been put through the wringer. Although she saw some
early success as a pro, competing for Team USA at the 2004 and
2005 IAAF World Cross Country Championships, her career was
cut short when, beaten down by injury, she retired after 2007.
“I’d be lying if I said I was completely fine with it,” she said of
that decision.
That same year, Missy married Andrew Rock, a fellow Division
III standout who won a 4x400-meter gold medal in the
2004 Olympic Games. They soon adopted their first child, a
22-month old, from Ethiopia. After two biological children,
they adopted another girl, this time from an orphanage in the
Democratic Republic of Congo. Lack of DRC exit permission,
however, kept her in the bare-bones facility for another 2
½ years. Coming not long after Rock had lost a 19-year-old
brother to the war in Afghanistan, it was a time that stretched
the faith of a woman even as deeply devout as she.
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Her first 26.2
miler, the 2014
Medtronic Twin
Cities Marathon
(2:54:28), was both
therapy and a way
to raise funds for
the orphanage.
Competitively, it
was a “clean slate”
for Rock, eighth
in the 2008 Olympic Trials at 5000 meters. “I wouldn’t be
comparing myself to what I ran in college. I could just really go
enjoy it.” She has since run three more marathons (interrupted
by surgery in 2018 for Haglund’s syndrome), culminating in a
2:41:06 OTQ in Chicago last fall.
“I could see her passion for running come through again,” said
Andrew. “It’s been really fun to watch.”
Now an assistant cross country coach at Bethel College, the
37-year-old Rock said her goal in Atlanta is to break 2:40,
then quickly amended that to 2:37 and acknowledged “my
competitive side is getting revved up. I feel like I’m at the
start of a new career, and want to see how far I can get in the
marathon.”
Especially with her kids – Athulya, 11; Tina, 10; Isaiah, 9; and
Josiah, 6 – watching.
“They know their dad has a gold medal,” she said, “and they
hear about this stuff, but now we’re excited to be able to share
that part of our lives with them.”
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THE QUALIFIERS: GABRIELLE RUSSO

EVOLUTION BROUGHT
ANTHROPOLOGY
PROFESSOR BACK TO

RUNNING
By Christine Aucoin
Russo in Turkana Basin, Kenya, holding a fossil vertebra that dates to the
Miocene (between 23 and 5 million years old).

In conquering 26.2 miles, an athlete emulates the endurance of
that fabled messenger Pheidippides, running from Marathon
to Athens to deliver word of a Greek victory. Pushing oneself
to such a physiological achievement also benefits from an
understanding of biology rivaling that of another famed Greek
of the era, Hippocrates.
Luckily, this need for interdisciplinary prowess plays to the
strengths of Gabrielle Russo, who will be competing in the
2020 U.S. Olympic Team Trials – Marathon after qualifying
at the 2018 Philadelphia Marathon in 2:44:51. An assistant
professor of anthropology at Stony Brook University, the
35-year-old Russo’s athletic and academic successes are a
dynamic exercise in symbiosis with a touch of irony.

Photos: NYRR Staten Island Half Marathon; Courtesy of Gabrielle Russo

The balance between her dual careers has evolved over
time. After competing mainly as a sprinter and hurdler in
high school and college, Russo shifted focus toward her
anthropological education for nearly a decade. She pursued
her Ph.D. in physical anthropology from the University of
Texas at Austin; completed two postdoctoral positions; and,
in 2014, joined Stony Brook University’s faculty. After putting
down roots in Long Island, she began “trying to re-connect
with parts of myself that had been important in the past but
sidelined in my academic pursuit.” In 2016, she rekindled her
passion for running, this time over longer distance.
As she’s taken on marathons and ultramarathons – she’s the
2018 USATF 50 km Road Champion – Russo has found that her
running and academic work have “intertwined and made me
a much more whole person than I think either of those would
individually.” Studying what she describes as the “biological
and evolutionary perspective of being human” enriches her
running by lending her “an informed background of anatomy
and biomechanics.” How many runners can not only push
themselves past their physical limits, but also fully comprehend
the evolutionary processes that make such a feat possible?
“My department has been incredibly supportive of my
running,” Russo said.
While many elite runners go to Kenya specifically to train, Russo
travels there to focus on her academic work. Each summer, she
travels to the Turkana Basin with the Napudet Research Project,
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of
which
she is a
co-director.
The project
conducts
paleontological
field work, searching
for primate fossils
from the Miocene epoch
to better understand what
happened in a time period
preceding the appearance of
the human lineage.
While her training may take a
backseat during these periods of
research, the summers are hardly a break
from physical activity. “Maybe I’ll run a
handful of times, but the field work – we’re
talking 12-, 14-hour days,” she said. “Some
days, we’re walking probably the equivalent of
what I’d be running.
“At first I was nervous, taking this time away from
running. But the more time I spend weaving these pieces
of my life together – I see that it’s fine. My running, when
I’m back home, is probably better for taking a forced rest.”
After being injured last January, a stress fracture went
misdiagnosed for about two months. “I decided about a month
into being injured, when I didn’t have any idea about when I’d be
able to return to running, I would try to make the most of it. I
began cross training with swimming and biking. And so, as with
a lot of injured runners, I decided I was a triathlete, she joked.
Thus, this past September, Russo finished as runner-up in
the Atlantic City 70.3 in 4:38, and on November 2 completed
Ironman Florida in 11 hours.
With that combination of brains and brawn, it’s unsurprising
that she’s yet to meet an obstacle – from any epoch – capable
of hindering her Pheidippidian journey from Stony Brook to
Atlanta.
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THE QUALIFIERS: QUINLAN MOLL

SUB 2:19? FIRST TRY.
GETTING TO START
LINE ON TIME?
NOT SO MUCH
By Rita Giordano

For most runners, the big challenge is hitting the standard. The
pursuit can take years; a cycle of trying, failing, trying again,
inching closer.
Not for Quinlan Moll. This 23-year-old University of
Missouri-Kansas City law student managed to qualify for the
U.S. Olympic Team Trials – Marathon on his first attempt, just
six weeks after using up his collegiate eligibility, and in the first
marathon he ever ran. Matter of fact, he’d never raced longer
than 5K on the roads.
For this young Missourian, the real test turned out to be just
getting to his qualifying race. Literally. As in, from the time he
left home until the time the gun went off.
Moll was booked on an evening flight Friday, June 21, from
Kansas City to Minneapolis. After a 40-minute layover in
Minneapolis, he was supposed to fly to Duluth, where he was
running Grandma’s Marathon early the next morning.
But about an hour before it was supposed to take off, he got
a message that the flight to Minneapolis would be delayed
52 minutes. He was going to miss his connection to Duluth.
Then he got more bad news: There weren’t any more flights to
Duluth that night.
So he set out to find a rental car to drive from Minneapolis
to Duluth, about 150 miles. No dice. Every rental car in
Minneapolis was booked.

Photos: Courtesy of Quinlan Moll

“So I was freaking out. I was like, ‘I’m not going to be on time
for the marathon,’” recalled Moll.
As luck would have it, someone familiar with the area
overheard his frantic search and told him about a shuttle from
the Minneapolis airport to Duluth, and Moll was able to get a
seat on the 9:30 p.m. departure. From there, he took an Uber
to the University of Minnesota dorm room in which he was
staying. He hit the sack at about 12:30 a.m.
About 4:30 a.m., Moll started hearing doors slam. People were
already heading for the 7:45 a.m. start. “I’m like, ‘Oh wow, I
must have slept in or something.’”
So he grabbed his gear and jumped on a shuttle. But the ride
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seemed really
short, not the
25 minutes he was
expecting. Wrong shuttle.
He was at the start of the
half marathon, which runs on
the second half of the marathon
course.
“I realized I was like 13.1 miles away from
the start line where I needed to be, and I had
no idea how I was going to get there,” he said.
Fortunately, a course volunteer materialized to
take him and another poor soul to the right place.
Moll still had to find someone to give him his race
packet. But he got it, even finding enough time to warm up.
And then, finally, he was on the starting line.
“Once the gun went off, I felt good,” Moll said. “I made it, so I
might as well just give it everything I can.’”
By the last mile, he was checking his watch, thinking, “It’s
going to be really close.”
His time: 2:18:50. Ten seconds under the qualifying standard.
The Trials “will be by far the most prestigious, high-powered
race I’ve ever been in,” Moll said. “Being able to go out there
and compete well against these elite athletes, that’s my main
goal.”
Well, that and getting there with a little less drama. Of his
travel plans for the Saturday, February 29 race, he said:
“I booked a flight for Thursday.”
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THE QUALIFIERS: ALLIE & MICHAELA HACKETT

PATHS TO OTQ WEREN’T IDENTICAL,
BUT TWINS WILL BE ON THE START LINE
By Amby Burfoot

Twins have a way of mirroring each other. They like to do the
same things, be in the same place, sometimes even dress the
same way. This certainly holds true for identical twins and U.S.
Olympic Team Trials – Marathon qualifiers Allie and Michaela
Hackett.
They also like to run the same way.
At their 2013 graduation from West Cranston High School in
Rhode Island, Allie and Michaela had nearly identical 1500
meter times: 4:58 and 4:59. In mid-2018, after completing
their five-year CPA masters programs at Abilene Christian
University, they had nearly identical bests for 10,000 meters:
33:43 and 33:50.
That’s when the twins launched into serious training for a
Trials qualifier. Disaster! Michaela got injured, and Allie had to
go it alone. This had never happened before.

months of training. She was finally pain-free, but could she get
fit enough to join her sister as a Trials qualifier?
With a program devised by Boston Athletic Association
running club coach Michael McGrane, Michaela started slow.
For several months, she did nothing but easy running as base
training. In mid-March, the twins raced the New Bedford Half
Marathon. Allie finished in 1:16:03 and Michaela in 1:17:27,
solid for her limited time and lack of race-specific training.
A month later Michaela’s schedule threatened to spin out of
control. In her work department, corporate taxation, April
is definitely the cruelest month. (Allie works in personal
accounting, so they don’t see each other much in the office.)
Michaela found herself running at 5:30 a.m. and hurrying to
work, where she often remained until 9 p.m.

“I shed lots of tears,” Michaela remembers. “I had a lot of alone
time in the pool, and on the elliptical. It was hard, and it made
me very sad. At the same time, I had to stay positive for Allie. I
didn’t want my bad luck to affect her training.”
Given their twin connection, Allie felt almost as bad as her
sister. “I was so thankful to have Michaela biking beside me
on my runs, but I felt guilty, too,” said Allie, whose full name
is Alexandria. She was born 90 seconds after Michaela. “It was
tough, because I knew she should have been there running
beside me.”
Still injured in December, Michaela accompanied Allie to the
2018 California International Marathon (CIM) in Sacramento.
There, she became handler and cheering team. On race day,
she maneuvered around the course to spot her sister four
times. “It was so much fun to be there, to see Allie race, and to
support her along the way,” said Michaela.
Allie ran much of the marathon with a large group of other
Trials hopefuls, and cruised to the finish in 2:42:43, putting her
comfortably ahead of the 2:45 qualifying time. One down, but
one to go – and Michaela faced several significant obstacles.
A month after CIM, the twins began work at the “Big Four”
accounting firm Ernst & Young, in the former John Hancock
tower near the Boston Marathon finish line.
Tax time loomed; the office was humming. The twins had just
moved to a nearby apartment. Everything was different. New
city, new jobs, new stresses. Plus, Michaela had missed four
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Weekends were just as bad. Two days before the Boston
Marathon, she raced the BAA 5K at 8 a.m. Saturday. After
hitting the finish line in 17:01, she dashed home for a shower,
and then headed for her office desk at 9:30. “There were a few
days when I thought, OMG, I can’t do this,” Michaela recalled.
She survived, and the work pressure slackened so that she
could focus more on her training. In late June, both sisters
traveled to Duluth, Minnesota, for the annual Grandma’s
Marathon.
Allie entered the half-marathon, and Michaela got ready for
her 26.2-mile debut. By this point, she was feeling a quiet
confidence. “Allie and I are so much alike,” she explained, “that
I figured if she can do it, I could do it, too.”
Her confidence held firm for most of the marathon. She ran at
a steady 6:15 pace, knowing she had to average 6:17s to hit the
standard. At the 23-mile mark, however, a small hill jolted her
hard. Worse, she felt completely depleted. “I panicked a bit,”
she remembered. “I was a wreck. I thought, ‘What if I can’t get
back on pace?’”
Lucky for her, the course turned slightly
downward, and Michaela regrouped. She
finished strong, crossing the line in 2:44:07
to receive an almost immediate hug from her
sister. “I always knew she could do it,” said
Allie.

Photos: Courtesy of Paddy’s Road Race, Newton MA, and of the Hacketts

Most runners put a high value on training
partners, so the Hacketts would seem to have a
built-in advantage. In fact, they do 80 percent
to 90 percent of their running together. But are
there drawbacks to twindom, especially when
you consider the big picture – living together,
working together and training together?
Yes, sometimes things can get a little edgy. “It’s
easy to fall into the comparison trap,” admitted
Michaela. “In the end, even though we’re very
similar, we’re also unique individuals.” One
Sunday in January, she left the apartment early
for an out-and-back 20 miler on the Boston
Marathon course. Allie did the exact same
workout 90 minutes later. “I woke up well
before Allie that morning, so I went out on my
own,” Michaela says. “We don’t do everything
together.”
McGrane confirms the modest differences. He’s faced times,
as when the twins are running a crowded cross country race,
when he can’t tell one from the other. Solution: “I just yell, ‘Go
Hacketts!’ he said. Yet he has observed and appreciates their
distinct personalities. “The difference isn’t easy to describe,” he
noted, “but it’s definitely there. And when they race, it’s fun to
see how they challenge each other to beat the other one.”
They say they haven’t discussed running the Trials together. A
high percentage of women entrants qualified with a time in the
2:40 to 2:45 range. It will be crowded, tough, and competitive
out there, with every runner fighting for her best possible
placing.
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Not surprisingly, the twins, now 24, have a nearly identical
outlook on their first Trials experience. “I don’t want to get
overly stressed about it,” said Michaela. “I think I’ll probably
run my best if I treat it like just another race. I feel blessed just
to be in it.”
“We feel lucky to be there, and will use that to fuel us, along
with all the cheering from the sidelines,” added Allie. “We’re
going to enjoy it as much as possible, and try to have a really
good race.”
Whatever happens, twins are forever. Ultimately, Allie sees
that as the biggest benefit. Little else can compare to rock-solid
support.
“Michaela is always there for me,” she said, “and I know she
always will be. The only bad part is, she steals my clothes!”
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THE QUALIFIERS: LUKE PUSKEDRA

ONE MORE TRY, THANKS TO

“THOSE GUYS”
By Barbara Huebner

When Luke Puskedra finally worked up the courage to tell
his wife that he wanted to come out of retirement to run
the 2020 U.S. Olympic Team Trials – Marathon, she had one
stipulation:
“You’re still going to have to run with those guys.”
Those guys – about 18 in all, and not all guys – include doctors,
financial advisers, an engineer and a former district attorney,
from their 20s to their 60s. They get together four days a week,
running to stay fit, form bonds, relieve stress, have fun. Like most
runners.
For Puskedra, it was like waking up and discovering a new species.
A 12-time NCAA All-American at the University of Oregon,
Puskedra signed a pro contract in 2012. That year, he ran a promising
1:01:36 half marathon and finished 17th in the IAAF World Half
Marathon Championships. But after a disastrous marathon debut in
2014 in New York (2:28:54) he felt he needed a break. His contract wasn’t
renewed. He contemplated retirement, but was lured back to the sport by
his former Ducks coach, Andy Powell.
In 2015, his fifth-place 2:10:24 at the Bank of America Chicago Marathon
put him among the contenders for the 2016 U.S. Olympic team. At the 2016
Trials, he finished fourth. Though heartbreaking in the moment, he was only
26 and the future looked bright.
Less than 48 hours later, his 7-month-old daughter, Penelope, was diagnosed
with neuroblastoma, a childhood cancer. Puskedra put his running on the back
burner during her surgery and chemotherapy, and then in April underwent
knee surgery. As the alternate for the Olympic marathon team, and with Trials
champion Galen Rupp eligible to run the 10,000 meters instead, Puskedra didn’t
feel certain until the gun went off that he wouldn’t be called to the start line in Rio.
He ran poorly in his return to Chicago in 2017, and never again approached his
personal best.
A perfectionist who described himself as obsessive about every detail of training, napping
for hours each day on top of getting a solid 12 every night, fending off every distraction,
Puskedra announced his retirement in early 2019. “For a long time,” he wrote on Instagram,
“life was that thing that happened between one training session and the next.”
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He wasn’t getting enough out of
running, he realized, to put that much
into it anymore. He’d put an unfair
burden on Trudie for years: living
like a hermit, regimenting their lives,
leaning on her for support when those
sacrifices didn’t pay off. He was out.
Having already been easing into
real estate, he and Trudie launched
Puskedra Homes, a real estate and
interior design business. The energy
and sense of accomplishment
Puskedra was getting as he learned
the ropes of his new profession served
as an energy gel to his reward system.
It had been a long time since he’d felt
that jolt from running.
And if it wasn’t his job to run, he
wasn’t going to run.
Two weeks after he retired, Trudie
told him: “You need to get out of
the house and do something. You’re
annoying.”
When a guy at church asked Puskedra
if he wanted to come run with
his group recreationally, Trudie
convinced him to give it a try. He still
marvels at what he discovered at those
first 6 a.m. gatherings: “Instead of
HAVE to run, they GOT to run.”
Puskedra ran four days a week with
the gang as they prepared to compete
in the Cascade Lakes Relay, an annual
tradition. The “Worst Pace Scenario”
crew ran hard, did hill training, hit
the track. But it was indeed a new dawn.

Photos: Victah Sailer/PhotoRun; Courtesy of Luke Puskedra

“I think Luke appreciates that we aren’t competitive,” said
Brian Franssen, whose kitchen serves as a pre-run gathering
spot. “At the end of the day, we all want to see each other
do well.”
Then came the race. “Doing a 24-hour relay is the furthest
thing from elite racing you can get,” said Puskedra, who
previously had demanded of himself lengthy, precise
warmups. “In the van, being out in the wilderness near Bend,
I rediscovered the love of lacing up the racing shoes.” Rather
than being cocooned to get jittery about an impending race,
“you have two minutes to put your shoes on and then get out
of the van and run hard.”
After the relays, Franssen said, Puskedra “lightly starts
mentioning that he might come out of retirement.” When they
learned he had the Trials standard (thanks to his 2:17:53 in
Chicago 2017), they urged him on.
Trudie said she wasn’t the least surprised when her husband
gingerly broached the subject. She always knew he had
unfinished business. “I’m hopeful, excited and mostly curious,”
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she said. “This will really dictate
where we go for the next few years.”
Whatever happens, she’s seen a
change in her husband. The way she
cleaned the house, how she went
about cooking dinner … anything
that subtracted from Puskedra’s focus
in his former pro life could rattle him.
There was no such thing as discussing
Christmas plans or anything beyond
that week’s training.
A few months ago, she was shocked
when he talked about taking the kids
– Penny, now 4 years old and cancerfree, and sister Payton, 2 – to Disney
World after the Trials. She literally
thought she’d heard him wrong.
“That’s when it began to sink in, the
change of mentality,” she said. “I
admire him so much; he’s making a
conscious effort to not fall back into
it. He’s a lot more accepting, and I
think a little bit of it comes from
being with this group of people.”
Eight of them, including Franssen,
plan to be in Atlanta for the Trials.
“They booked their tickets before I
did,” Trudie reported.
Having Puskedra join their circle,
said Franssen, has offered a shot of
adrenaline, prompting them to push
themselves more while always being
“Mr. Positive.”
“Luke is taking us along on this
journey,” he said.
On the way, the Olympic aspirant – “maybe it’s a farfetched
goal, but that’s what kind of pulled me back to doing it” – has
indeed continued to run with the group, including on their
8-10 mile long run on Saturdays before his own long run on
Sundays. Franssen is hoping Puskedra will join the group’s
planned Friday morning run in Atlanta, the day before the
Trials.
If that sounds like a distraction, he’ll likely be there. Four years
ago, on the plane home after the Trials, Puskedra lamented
his decision to stay home with his family rather than go train
at altitude. He remembers saying, man, all those guys who
finished in front of me made those sacrifices. Maybe I should
have, too. Next time.
“Now I’m in a situation where not only am I not going to
training camp to get away from distractions, but basically I’m
embracing them,” he said. “The more distractions, the better.
However it shakes out, I’ve found the next chapter. This isn’t
the only thing I have. If you’re not holding it too tight, it might
not slip.”
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THE QUALIFIERS:

PERRY SHOEMAKER
AND BERNARD LAGAT

FOR OLDEST COMPETITORS,

NEW FRONTIERS
By Barbara Huebner

The oldest female and oldest male
expected to be on the starting
line of the 2020 U.S. Olympic
Team Trials – Marathon have
had running careers so different
they could illustrate the word
“antonym” in the dictionary.

Photos: Victah Sailer/PhotoRun, Courtesy of Perry Shoemaker

Perry Reeves Shoemaker began
training and racing at the age of
40. By the time Bernard Lagat hit
that milestone birthday, people
were expecting the two-time
Olympic medalist to retire
any day.
Shoemaker, a 48-year-old
preschool teacher, is the oldest
overall entrant (Molly Friel, 52,
qualified but is not competing).
The mother of daughters 20, 19
and 12 began racing events near
their Vienna, Virginia, home at
the urging of her oldest daughter
back when Abigail was in middle
school and she and her sister,
Rachel, were starting to run
competitively. She soon joined
the Potomac River Running DC
Elite Team. Until early 2019, she
was coached by her husband, Jon, but when an OTQ began
to look like a possibility they enlisted the help of Ben Bruce,
husband of Trials contender Stephanie. Shoemaker qualified at
the Eugene Marathon last April in 2:43:33.
“I love that running has allowed me to be in several worldclass races, on the start line with the very best elite women
runners in the world,” said Shoemaker, citing the 2013 and
2014 Boston Marathons among her best running memories. “I
am a huge fan of these elite women runners, and it’s a thrill to
“rub elbows” with them.”
That should make her pleased to share the spotlight with
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Lagat, who won the first of his two
Olympic medals at 1500 meters a
distant 20 years ago as a member
of the Kenyan team in Sydney and
who will be attempting to make his
sixth Olympic team and his fourth
since becoming an American
citizen. He is also the 2007 World
Champion at both 1500 and 5000
meters, the first athlete in history to
hold those titles simultaneously.
Lagat originally qualified for the
Trials with a 2:17:20 in his 26.2mile debut at the 2018 TCS New
York City Marathon, but slashed
his OTQ to 2:12:10 at the Gold
Coast Marathon in Australia last July. He will be out to break
his own record as the oldest U.S. Olympic runner in history,
which he set with his victory at the 2016 Trials at 5000 meters.
He finished fifth in Rio. In 2018, Lagat became the oldest
winner in the history of the AJC Peachtree Road Race, taking
the USATF 10 km title as well.
At 45, Lagat left his Tucson, Arizona, home soon after
Christmas to train at altitude in Kenya, and in one Instagram
post he describes keeping pace with Eliud Kipchoge for much
of a group run. Lagat has said he was inspired by Kipchoge’s
1:59:49 marathon, in which he served as a pacer.
He later told Runner’s World “I’m going to say, ‘I’m old, so what?’”
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IN THEIR OWN

WORDS

Every qualifier for the 2020 U.S. Olympic Team Trials - Marathon has a story to tell. So we invited them to do so, asking all of
them to share a little about themselves. Here’s just a small sampling, a brief glimpse along The Road to Atlanta.

Daniel Lennon
Albany, NY
Law Student, Albany Law School, age 25
Fastest Qualifying Time: 2:16:08
I entered law school with a sacral stress fracture. I recovered by the end of my first semester and worked up to running five days
a week. I then was assaulted on New Year’s Eve and suffered a broken jaw, broken nose and concussion. I had to train through
the brutal upstate New York weather with a broken jaw and my mouth wired shut. I couldn’t eat solid foods for nearly three
months. When I ran Grandma’s Marathon in 2018, it was my first race of any sort in 377 days – and a marathon debut. I was able
to finish eighth overall, third American and qualify for the Trials.

Laura Cummings
Bay Shore, NY
Paraprofessional and Cross Country/Track Coach at Calhoun High School, age 32
Fastest Qualifying Time: 2:41:37
From the beginning, my father was my #1 fan but also a coach, teammate and best friend to me. In 2016, he qualified for the
Kona World Championships in the Ironman. He completed Eco Challenges and qualified for the Boston Marathon. He has
always been my inspiration. In March 2018, he passed away while running with my mom. Five months prior, my boyfriend and
the man I was going to marry (my other best friend) also tragically passed away. I always said, “I will never run a marathon,” but
after losing them I had an overwhelming voice within me telling me to run one and that I would qualify for Trials. I believe they
were sending me a sign and got me here today.

Heidi Caldwell

Photos: Courtesy of each athlete

Craftsbury, VT
Running Director at Craftsbury Outdoor Center, age 29
Fastest Qualifying Time: 2:42:15
I come from a family of Olympic cross country skiers! My grandfather, John
Caldwell, literally wrote the book on cross country skiing in the U.S. He was a
1952 Olympian and the U.S. coach for numerous Olympic Games. My father,
Tim Caldwell, is a four-time Olympian; my brother, Patrick Caldwell, was a 2018
Olympian; and my cousin, Sophie Caldwell, is a two-time Olympian currently
racing on the World Cup circuit! I am the “black sheep” of the family for choosing
running over skiing.
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Brandon Mull
Chicago, IL
Portfolio Management Associate at Morgan Stanley, age 34
Fastest Qualifying Time: 2:17:17
I think running, and life generally, is a sacred gift, far too complex to boil down to any single accomplishment. Distance
running, it seems, is more about the “trial of miles” (as eloquently put in the book “Once a Runner”) – knowing that the
journey of training sometimes results in the highest peaks of victory, but they are also often balanced by seasons of lows or
disappointments. Aside from the peaks and the valleys, there’s also just the mundane: the dark cold winter run, the late summer
run with a beautiful fading sunset. Or perhaps the Saturday long run and conversation with good friends, sharing a purpose to
make it to a start (and finish) line. These little things over and over again are those which have always made the accomplishments
stretch and seem genuinely more like a marathon, rather than a sprint or a single moment.

Valeria Curtis
Minot, ND
Elementary School Substitute Teacher, age 33
Fastest Qualifying Time: 2:43:08
I didn’t know my biological father growing up, just his name and some of his basic
background info. After my husband and I graduated college in 2008, we started
searching for him online by simply googling his name and possible hometown. We
came up with a list of half a dozen men and one of the names on the search was
attached to race results. We chuckled at the possibility that my biological father
was a runner. My husband called the numbers and began eliminating some of the
men. One man returned my husband’s message and he ended up identifying with
all the questions we asked. My husband told him he possibly had a 22-year-old
daughter. After a DNA test confirmed it, we slowly began corresponding through
email, bonding over talks of marathon training and running; we met in person three
months later. In 2015 when I went to compete in the Boston Marathon and my
husband was deployed, my father traveled with me to Boston and cheered me on.

Jonathan Aziz
Colorado Springs, CO
Astodynamics and Mission Design Analyst, age 28
Fastest Qualifying Time: 2:16:36
I consider my 27th year of life to be my #1 accomplishment. Somewhat
chronologically, I traveled to Japan, served as best man at my brother’s wedding,
worked at NASA Goddard Space Flight Center, experienced a total solar eclipse,
worked at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, qualified for the Olympic Trials in my
marathon debut, skied 57 days, finished my Ph.D. in aerospace engineering at the
University of Colorado Boulder and accepted my first big-boy job at The Aerospace
Corporation.
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Obsie Birru
Phoenix, AZ
University Academic Adviser, age 30
Fastest Qualifying Time: 2:30:30
My ability to balance life growing up in the Third World [Ethiopia] has taught me that there are bigger things in life than being
a good runner. I work 40 hours a week. I am working on my MBA online and I also love helping other young runners in my free
time. I have worked with organizations such as Girls on the Run and help coach other youth. I was raised to be a contributing
part of society, so it’s important to me that I do that on a daily basis. I value my relationship with others and I make time for
things that are important. It’s important to me to give back, to coach youth and to share the gift of running. That’s how I am
paying back all my coaches past and present.

Rena Elmer
Flower Mound, TX
Stay-at-Home Mom to Blended Family of 9 Children, age 37
Fastest Qualifying Time: 2:40:21
In a nutshell: Third in NCAA steeplechase in 2005. Set goal to break 10 minutes
and qualify for Olympic Trials. Missed in 2008 by .02 of a second. In 2012 missed
by about three seconds. [But even though it] took seven years and the birth of
twins, I reached my 10-minute goal. Ran 9:59.99. In May 2016, after the birth of my
third and fourth child and moves from Virginia to Ohio to Japan and finally to my
hometown of Beaver, Utah (and becoming a single parent) and spending months
in the pool with injury, I qualified for the 2016 Olympic Trials in the steeplechase.
I trained alone in my small town while coaching the high school track team and
volunteering time to my community and church. I had the slowest time going into
the Trials out of 36 girls. My “cherry on top” was to make the finals. I finished 10th
in the nation with a gigantic PR of 9:40.49! I ran my GUTS out! Remarried in 2017
to a wonderful man. Qualified for 2020 Marathon Trials in my debut.

Megan Lacy
Boise, ID
Co-Founder and CEO of Lumineye, age 25
Fastest Qualifying Time: 2:39:12
Lumineye is a public safety start-up founded in 2017 and based in Boise, Idaho,
that helps first responders and soldiers find people in rubble during hostage rescue
and in emergency situations, such as fires. We just graduated from the start-up
accelerator Y-Combinator this past summer. I think my biggest accomplishment is
that for both my start-up and running, I’ve been able to push myself and not give up
even past the point that makes logical sense. My start-up was unfunded until about
six months ago, so I worked odd jobs to pay bills, and the company and I both had
a few close calls running out of funding. I also kept running seriously despite no
visible progress for years. I am so glad I kept doing both though and am proud of
myself for sticking it out.
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Duriel Hardy
Philadelphia, PA
Physician, age 31
Fastest Qualifying Time: 2:18:22
Given my crazy schedule as a doctor, I did most of my runs at 4 a.m. before going
into work. Juggling my clinical demands with running I think made me more
determined to get an OTQ at CIM. My colleagues were supportive of my running,
which made a world of difference. Additionally, I gained so much inspiration from
my patients. Some of the patients I care for suffer from devastating neurologic
disease, but they fight every day to live their best lives. Their journeys truly inspired
me and gave me that extra push I needed to chase my dream. After all, if they can
battle their neurologic disease and persevere, why can’t I run 26.2 miles?

Melissa Burkhart
Hudson, WI
Third Grade Teacher, 37
Fastest Qualifying Time: 2:42:30
In August of 2015 I had cancer removed from my leg. I try to ignore this part of
my life because, well, it was an awful time in my life. It is part of my story, though,
and it has taught me how I overcome some really difficult moments. I also had an
emergency C-section with my son. He was born at 26 weeks and we had a long haul
in the hospital. I didn't know how we were going to survive but my family made it
through. It was very scary seeing my son with tubes everywhere but this, too, taught
me the power of prayer and positive thinking. I had to overcome my own surgery
and slowly make my way back to running. It was a couple of years after his birth
that I qualified for Trials. I think he inspired me to work harder than I ever thought
possible.

Casey Kilareski
Seattle, WA
Personal Running Coach for O’Leary Racing Team, age 33
Fastest Qualifying Time: 2:43:14
What do I consider my #1 accomplishment? This question reminds me of a quote
by John Lennon: "When I went to school they asked me what I wanted to be when I
grew up. I wrote down ‘happy.’ They told me I didn't understand the assignment, and
I told them they didn't understand life." My #1 accomplishment is that I wake up
every day excited for the day and excited to live life. I feel loved and love many, feel
fulfilled in my role as a coach and athlete and can't think of a better way to spend my
short days here on earth. I am happy.
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RUNNING
AS A WORK OF ART
By Doug Carroll

Mullins displays his
work in progress.

Like Captain Ahab pursuing the great white whale, Atlanta
native Walter Cumming for years set his sights on qualifying
for the U.S. Olympic Team Trials – Marathon. By his own
account, he was fanatical about it in the 1980s, even choosing
a college because its location at altitude might accelerate his
progress as a runner.
Although Cumming ran the Boston Marathon 10 times and
could cover a mile in 4:23, his marathon best of 2 hours and
34 minutes fell about 11 minutes short of the Trials standard at
the time.
Now, at age 66, he has reached the Trials in a different way – as
an artist.
Cumming’s design of a limited-edition print will be presented
to every participant in the Trials. And the sculptural skill of
another artist and runner with Georgia ties, Stan Mullins, will
be seen in the unique medals presented to the top 10 male and
female finishers.
The connection between athletics and the visual arts comes
naturally to both artists.
Mullins, 55, has completed dozens of marathons, and has had
a studio in Athens, Georgia, for the past 30 years.
“To me, athleticism and artistry don’t just happen – you’ve got
to work to get there,” Mullins said. “You can’t fake a marathon.
I want [my art] to make people look deep inside themselves
to give it all they’ve got. If I can bridge these two passions of
mine, that’s fantastic.”
Connections at Atlanta Track Club led to the commissions.

Photo: Courtesy of Stan Mullins

Cumming is close friends with Atlanta running legend Jeff
Galloway, and had worked with Galloway on a T-shirt design
for the 50th Running of the AJC Peachtree Road Race in 2019.
The design, “50 Years of Olympians Inspiring Atlantans,”
featured nine athletes – including Galloway – who had won
the Peachtree and also qualified for the Olympics. Although
the design was not chosen the winner by public vote, the Club
took note.
“As a runner, I understand form and anatomy and wanted to
show runners in motion,” said Cumming, who was a teammate
of 1987 Peachtree winner Joseph Nzau at the University of
Wyoming (elevation 7,165 feet) and also studied at Rhode
Island School of Design. He was an award-winning artist for
the Atlanta Journal-Constitution for 28 years and now lives
near Asheville, North Carolina.
“Most artists aren’t runners,” Cumming said, adding that the
AMERICA'S MARATHON WEEKEND

Trials print “has to connect to what the sport is about. It also
has to say Atlanta. I think it’s a strong design.”
Mullins, a high school friend of Brantley Sherrer, the Club’s
senior manager of event operations, created a 14-foot-long
Mizuno running shoe called “The Next Step” for the 50th
Peachtree. A second version of the shoe, “The Next Big
Step,” will be on display at the America’s Marathon Weekend
Experience. His statue of legendary University of Georgia
football coach Vince Dooley, which depicts Dooley being
carried on the shoulders of two players, sits outside UGA’s
athletic complex.
Mullins, who has two degrees from UGA, said he used
the medal design for the 2020 Tokyo Olympic Games as
inspiration for the Trials medals.
How many hours did he put in?
“That’s like asking an athlete how long he or she has trained,”
he said. “It’s really your whole life. It sounds cheesy, but it’s
true. It’s all an education.”
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Of all the marathons between September 1, 2017, and January 19, 2020, at which runners could earn
qualifying times to compete in the 2020 U.S. Olympic Team Trials – Marathon, the California International
Marathon (CIM) in Sacramento produced the most “first” 2020 qualifiers: 282 men and women who arrived
at the start line without an OTQ stamped their tickets to Atlanta for the first time when they crossed the finish
line. Here’s a look at a few of the 2019 CIM finishers on one of the happiest days of the lives.
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KEY TO LARGEST PERSONAL FLUIDS
OPERATION IN HISTORY:
NO BOTTLENECKS
By Caryn Lamphier

Location of Personal Fluid Stations
Miles 2 6 10 14 18 22

2

Number of
Personal Fluid
Stations
x 3 Loops

up to

6

up to

3600

Personal
Bottles Per
Athlete

Total Number
of Personal
Bottles

160

over

1/3
of a mile

Number of
Tables for
Personal Fluids

5

blocks

Distance
Tables Will
Cover

Length of
Station on
Peachtree Rd.

500

7

Trucks Needed
to Transport
Fluids & Supplies

Volunteers

On February 29, 2020, Atlanta Track Club will host the 2020
U.S. Olympic Team Trials – Marathon and the largest personal
fluids operation in history. Yes, every marathon supplies fluids to
its runners, but with only a minuscule number of elites allowed
personally tailored fluids. At these Trials, every runner will have that
option. And with a previous high of 364 starters, in 2016, even past
Trials have never seen anything like the 700 entrants expected to be
on the starting line in Atlanta. How to make sure every runner can
find his or her bottle, and then grab it safely? Here’s an inside look.

pipe cleaners, pom-poms or colored tape to make them easier to spot.
Some athletes bring their own bottles, but the race also will supply
bottles and craft items to customize them the day before the race.

Technical Planning
Kicking off the planning and development phase really began
more on the technical side, with number crunching. Using fancy
projection models, historical data on previous U.S. Olympic Team
Trials – Marathon and lots of brain power, staffer Holly Ortlund was
able to provide an estimated number of entrants that proved to be
pretty spot-on. We began planning for “worst (most awesome) case
scenario:” the largest field ever.

Reality and Execution
We worked to think of the
unthinkable, and address
potential problems early:

Volunteers
Equally important, we began building our volunteer structure.
We landed on 33 crew chief (volunteer leader) positions, leading
17 distinct areas of hydration, with a total of over 500 volunteers
assisting in hydration alone.

•

If it’s really warm?
Enough neutral fluids
have been ordered to
cover all athletes if temps
are higher than usual.

•

If it’s really cold? Spilled
water could make things
slippery, so we worked
Personal fluid station at BMW Berlin Marathon
with the City of Atlanta
on a salt/sand plan should temps be below freezing.

•

Knowing that we could see thousands of bottles discarded with each
loop of the three-loop course, we developed a plan to get them off
the course for runner safety. We interviewed elite athletes about their
experiences and preferences, and we traveled to the TCS New York
City Marathon to observe and shadow part of their elite fluids team.

If it’s windy? We’ve done wind testing using a variety of bottle
types filled to various fluids levels, and will use a light layer of
adhesive on the tables if necessary.

•

Bottles
Finally, we created a plan to collect thousands of bottles from athletes
the day before the race, refrigerate them overnight and make sure that
each gets placed at the exact mile mark on the exact position at the
exact table. Most athletes decorate their bottles with things such as

If it’s crowded? When the athletes approach their first personal
hydration station, at Mile 2, they will still be densely packed.
Volunteers will be trained to handle the multitude of issues that
may arise. They’ll be race-ready, with the tools in their toolbox
to get the job done.

The author, who has worked at Atlanta Track Club for seven years and
is currently the Volunteer Services Coordinator, has a master’s degree in
engineering from Stanford.

Aware that we could have as many as 800 qualifiers, planning
commenced. We began to locate the best areas on the course – long,
straight and as flat as possible – knowing that we could have personal
hydration stations that were 100 tables long. Key locations were
identified and measured. We developed an estimated number of
tables for the men’s field, the women’s field, and for our neutral areas
(of Dasani water, Powerade, CLIF SHOT energy gels and sponges)
and supply lists for all of them.

Photo: Victah Sailer/PhotoRun

Number of
Tables for
Neutral Fluids

10-20
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ENJOY THE

“EXPERIENCE”
By Natalie Cabanas

A Stage of Stars
Tune into our Runners Talks Series powered by Runners
World+ on the America’s Marathon Weekend Stage presented
by Georgia Aquarium. Located in the center of the hall so
you won’t miss a thing, the stage will feature special guest
appearances by Trials qualifers, Olympic legends and more.
High Jump and Shot Put Pro-Am
On Friday at 2 p.m., some of Atlanta’s best high school athletes
will go up against the professionals in a pro-am women’s high
jump competition. Then at 4 p.m. it’s the men’s turn, with high
schoolers facing the some of the nation’s best shot putters. If
you’re expecting Olympians and maybe even a medalist or two,
you won’t be disappointed.
The Tumbelator
To qualify for the 2020 U.S. Olympic Team Trials – Marathon,
men had to run a marathon in 2:19 or less, while women
had to run 2:45 or faster. Here’s your chance to see how fast
that really feels, on the Tumbleator. This giant treadmill,
surrounded by foam pads, will be set to that qualifying pace:
5:18 per mile for men and 6:17 per mile for women. You will
have 1 minute to stay on as long as you can. Try to keep up!
And More …
• Free samples from CLIF, Coca-Cola, Michelob Ultra and
others, including sports nutrition-related food and beverage
• America’s Marathon Weekend merchandise available for the
first time, plus new Running City USA long-sleeves, jackets,
hats, backpacks, Goodr sunglasses and official Publix Atlanta
Marathon, Half Marathon & 5K merchandise
• Activities and products from Northside Hospital, Polar, Fleet
Feet and more
• The Official 2020 AJC Peachtree Road Race shoe reveal by
Mizuno; be one of the first on the planet to see the Peachtree
51st Rider design
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WHEN AND WHERE
Georgia World Congress Center, Exhibit Hall A3
• Thursday, February 27, 2020 - 2 p.m. to 8 p.m.
• Friday, February 28, 2020 - 10 a.m. to 8 p.m.
• Saturday, February 29, 2020 - 8 a.m. to 11 a.m.
and 4 p.m.- 6 p.m.*
*4 p.m.-6 p.m. is ONLY late number pickup for the Publix
Atlanta Marathon, Half Marathon & 5K
The Experience is free and open to the public, but parking
rates apply if using the GWCC lots. For more information
about the Experience, visit atlantatrackclub.org

Stage presented by

Thursday, February 27
2:30 p.m.
Science of the Marathon
Hosted by Amby Burfoot
Featuring: Jared Ward, Michael Joyner, Holly Ortlund
Description: Mile markers aren’t the only important numbers
in a 26.2 mile race. Join Olympic marathoner Jared Ward and
sports scientists Michael Joyner and Holly Ortlund as they
discuss some of the data behind producing the world’s greatest
performances.
4:00 p.m.
U.S. Olympic Team Trials – Marathon: Official Press
Conference
Featuring: Dignitaries and the top athletes competing in the
U.S. Olympic Team Trials – Marathon
Description: Get a rare chance to watch and listen as the
media meets with the favorites ahead of Saturday’s race.
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America's Marathon Weekend Experience is a celebration
of the U.S. Olympic Team Trials – Marathon and the Publix
Atlanta Marathon, Half Marathon & 5K. The 2½-day event
leading up to the races will feature music, giveaways, free
food and drink sampling, merchandise and a chance to see
Olympians past and future up close.

EXHIBITORS
Footspeed

Tracktown

Tumbleator

CorePower

Program
Stage

ProAm
Shot Put
ProAm
High Jump

Normatec

Running City USA
Atlanta Track Club

PAM
Photo Op

POST-IT Wall

ENTRANCE

Publix Atlanta Marathon
Number Pickup

Powerade
Dasani
CorePower
Publix
Mizuno
KT Tape
Polar
Northside Hospital
CLIF
Toyota
11Alive
USATF
Tracktown
Michelob Ultra
Normatec
Kyle Pease Foundation
NCAA Fan Jam
(subject to change)

#RUNNINGCITYUSA
EXIT

Runners Talk Series Powered by

Featuring: Matt McDonald, Alyssa Bloomquist, Ann Mazur,
Duriel Hardy
Description: For many Trials qualifiers, training is a second
full-time job. Hear from four competitors who have found
ways to run fast while being full time workers and students.

6:00 p.m.
Course Strategy – Publix Atlanta Marathon, Half Marathon
& 5K
Hosted by Jeff Dengate and Amy Begley
Description: From first-time marathoners to veteran
runners, learn last minute tips on how to have a fast, fun and
memorable race day from Olympic Coach Amy Begley. Bring
your questions!
Friday, February 28
10:15 a.m.
Ali On The Run: Live Podcast
Hosted by Ali Feller

12:15 p.m.
C Tolle Run: Live Podcast
Hosted by Carrie Tollefson
Featuring: Gail Devers, John Godina, Paula Radcliffe
Description: The 1996 Olympic Legacy lives on in Atlanta on
America’s Marathon Weekend. Carrie talks to three legendary
athletes in those games who are also racing in the Publix
Atlanta Half Marathon or 5K.
1:15 p.m.
Women Run Running
Hosted by Mary Wittenberg

Featuring: Trials qualifiers Sarah Cummings, Amanda Nurse,
Kaitlin Goodman, Jenny Donnelly, Ladia Albertson-Junkans

Featuring: Sally Bergeson, Alison Desir, Kara Goucher ,
Karen Finley

Description: Ali invites back some of her most popular guest
to find out how their training went for the big race.

Description: There are 480 women in the U.S. Olympic Team
Trials – Marathon. Hear from some of the women who are
leading the sport and paving the way for more women to fill
important roles in the running industry.

11:15 a.m.
Meet the 9-5ers
Hosted by Chris Chavez
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2:00 p.m.
High Jump Competition
Hosted by Lewis Johnson

5:15 p.m.
Legends of the Marathon
Hosted by Scott Douglas

Description: America’s best high jumpers team up with the
area’s best high school high jumpers in this pro-am women’s
indoor competition.

Featuring: Meb Keflezighi, Deena Kastor, Tatyana McFadden
Description: Three of the best marathoners in American
history share their greatest marathon moments and the keys
behind their global success.
6:15 p.m.
Beyond the Finish
Hosted by Jeff Dengate
Featuring: Brent and Kyle Pease
Description: The namesake of the Kyle Pease Foundation,
Brent and Kyle will be one of nearly 60 push-assist teams
racing Sunday’s Publix Atlanta Half Marathon. Hear how they
have trained for dozens of endurance races together and their
journey to become only the second push-assist duo in history
to complete the Ironman World Championships.
7:15 p.m.
Course Strategy – Publix Atlanta Marathon, Half Marathon
& 5K
Hosted by Jeff Dengate and Amy Begley

3:15 p.m.
Matthew Futterman: Running to the Edge
Hosted by Kit Fox
Description: New York Times Deputy Sports Editor Matthew
Futterman discusses his latest book, Running to the Edge, which
profiles the life and career of legendary Coach Bob Larsen from
UCLA to Olympic coach of Deena Kastor and Meb Keflezighi
4:00 p.m.
Shot Put Competition
Hosted by Lewis Johnson
Description: America’s best shot putters team up with the
area’s best high school shot putters in this pro-am men’s indoor
competition.
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Description: From first-time marathoners to veteran runners,
learn last minute tips on how to have a fast, fun and memorable
race day from Olympic Coach Amy Begley. Bring your
questions!
Saturday, February 29
9:00 a.m.
Course Strategy – Publix Atlanta Marathon, Half Marathon
& 5K
Hosted by Jeff Dengate and Da’Rel Patterson
Description: From first-time marathoners to veteran runners,
learn last minute tips on how to have a fast, fun and memorable
race day from Olympic Coach Amy Begley. Bring your questions!
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Official 2020
U.S. Olympic
Marathon
Trials Gear
AVAILABLE FOR PURCHASE WHILE SUPPLIES LAST
LOCATED IN THE TEAM USATF STORE AT AMERICA’S MARATHON EXPERIENCE WEEKEND

SHOP MORE GEAR AT USATF.ORG/STORE

FOLLOW US @USATF
WATCH US USATF.TV
TAG US #USATF
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HOW AND WHERE TO WATCH
U.S. Olympic Team Trials – Marathon
February 29, 2020, 12 p.m.
The course for the 2020 U.S. Olympic Team Trials – Marathon was designed so that fans can cheer on the Olympic hopefuls
as many as six times from the same spot on several sections of the course, including all along the 3-mile stretch of Peachtree
Street. Several bars and restaurants along the route plan to offer drink and food specials and show the live broadcast. Most prime
viewing spots are a walk or easy jog back to the finish area at Centennial Olympic Park. Spectators should be aware that streets
surrounding the Trials course will be closed to traffic for much of Saturday, so MARTA trains are the best bet for getting close to
the action. While there is no bad place to set up on race, day, here are five spots to check out as you make your Saturday plans.
Location: Intersection of Ivan Allen Blvd. and Peachtree St.
Number of times runners will pass: 6 (about 1.1 mi, 5.5, 9.1,
13.5, 17.1, 21.5)
Closest MARTA Station: Peachtree Center (.45 mi)
Overview: Located at the center of the main eight-mile loop,
this spot allows spectators to see the participants pass six times.
Location: Intersection of Forsyth and Marietta
Number of times runners will pass: 5 (about .5, 7.5, 8.5, 15.5,
16.5)
Closest MARTA Station: Five Points
Overview: Located near the near the downtown turn, this is a
prime spot to see the athletes as they start the race and as they
complete the first and second loops.
Location: Publik Draft House, Intersection of Ponce De Leon
and Peachtree at 654 Peachtree St. NE, Atlanta, GA 30308
Number of times runners will pass: 6 (about 1.5, 5.0, 9.5,
13.0, 17.5, 21.0)
Closest MARTA Station: North Avenue

Overview: Located next to the Historic Fox Theatre, the
Publik Draft House will have food and drink specials and
show the broadcast live on NBC.
Location: Hudson Grille Midtown, 942 Peachtree St NE,
Atlanta, GA 30309
Number of times runners will pass: 6 (about 2.25 mi, 4.5,
10.25, 12.5, 18.25, 20.5)
Closest MARTA Station: 10th Street
Overview: With ample seating, televisions galore, a secondfloor patio and food and drink specials, this spot will be
rocking.
Location: Hudson Grille Downtown, 120 Marietta St NW,
Atlanta, GA 30303
Number of times runners will pass: 3 (.25 mi, 8, 16)
Closest MARTA Station: CNN Center
Overview: Located directly across from Centennial Olympic
Park, Hudson Grille has lots of TVs, a giant patio facing the
course and food and drink specials.

TV Broadcast

Publix Atlanta Marathon

America’s Marathon Weekend App

NBC will broadcast the Trials live. In
Atlanta, that’s WXIA-TV.
11:30 a.m. – America’s Marathon
Weekend (WXIA only)
12 p.m. – U.S. Olympic Team Trials –
Marathon national broadcast begins

March 1, 7 a.m.
On Sunday, you can follow up America's
Marathon with Atlanta's Marathon. On
a course that winds through Atlanta,
there are some fantastic opportunities to
cheer on the runners as they take on the
Publix Atlanta Marathon, Half Marathon
& 5K. Piedmont Park provides a
beautiful backdrop to hang out and
spend some time cheering for the
runners as they pass through Atlanta's
most beautiful park. Additionally, you
can be entertained by bands at Mile 16
on Chapel Street and at the Olympic
Rings on Fulton Street, at miles 18 and
22, as you wait for the runners to arrive.

You can also learn about the competitors,
navigate the course, track participants and
follow the latest news by downloading
the America’s Marathon Weekend App
presented by Georgia Aquarium, available
in the iTunes and Google Play stores.
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ABOUT

ATLANTA
TRACK CLUB
By Marcus Budline

With more than 30,000 members, Atlanta Track
Club is the second-largest running organization in
the United States, one that sees more than 10,000
volunteers help more than 125,000 participants
cross the finish lines of its 30-plus events each year
– including the Publix Atlanta Marathon, Half
Marathon & 5K on Sunday, March 1.
Founded in 1964, the Club’s history began with
a merger between the Atlanta Striders and the Metro Atlanta
Track Coaches Association. On January 14, 1965, the Club
hosted its first awards banquet honoring outstanding high
school cross country and track and field athletes, a tradition
that continues to this day in the form of the POWERADE
All-Metro Cross Country and Track & Field Banquets.
Over the years, hundreds of high school athletes have been
honored, including future stars Christian Coleman, Reggie
Witherspoon, Terrence Trammell, Dwight Phillips, Adam
Nelson, Kendell Williams and DeeDee Trotter.

Photos: Matt Bish, Natalie Cabanas, XXXXXX, Courtesy of Atlanta Track Club

The Club’s most iconic event is the AJC Peachtree Road Race
– the world’s largest 10K with more than 60,000 participants.
Run for the first time on July 4, 1970, the first edition had just
110 finishers, but has grown into a beloved tradition in Atlanta
and a bucket list race for runners from around the world. Last
year, the race celebrated its 50th Running.
Over the course of that half century, the Club has used the
success of the Peachtree as a major building block on its way
to fulfilling the mission of creating a healthier and more
active Atlanta. In addition to its road races, the Club offers an
extensive range of programming for Metro Atlanta, including
the free All Comers Track & Field Series; a free youth running
curriculum called Kilometer Kids; free races for kids 14 and
under as part of the Atlanta Track Club youth calendar; a cross
country camp; and sponsorship of Atlanta Public Schools
cross country and track and field programs.
For adults, the Club offers training programs, social activities for
members and group runs every week on the Atlanta BeltLine.
The Club also features Atlanta Track Club Elite, consisting of an
Olympic Development Team, a Youth Competitive Team, and a
Masters team. Seven of the Club’s Elite Team members qualified
for the U.S. Olympic Team Trials – Marathon.
Driven by a commitment to engage the community as a whole
– beyond just members and participants – the Club has also
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MISSION STATEMENT
Atlanta Track Club is a member-based organization
centered around running that delivers worldclass events, training programs and community
outreach activities to the Metro Atlanta area. We
encourage both youth and adults to start and
continue running regardless of ability or fitness
level, and provide outlets for all athletes to continue
to grow and compete. Our staff and volunteers
create camaraderie and encourage participation
and competition through a calendar of diverse and
exciting events. We collaborate with our partners
to promote and extend the benefits of running and
walking to the greater community.

led a variety of philanthropic initiatives. In 2017, Atlanta Track
Club renovated and resurfaced Cheney Track, the warmup
facility for the 1996 Olympic Games that had fallen into
disrepair. Previously, to provide a running surface open to all,
the Club donated the Active Oval to Piedmont Park.
As the Club continues its growth and to show why Atlanta
is Running City USA, it’s always looking for new members
and new participants to shape the future of Atlanta’s running
and walking community. If you’d like to get involved, visit
atlantatrackclub.org.
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WELCOME TO

By Marcus Budline

In 2018, Atlanta Track Club declared
Atlanta as Running City USA. What does
that mean exactly? It means this is a city
that hosts 60,000 runners every July 4th for
the world’s largest 10K. It means we have
the second-largest running organization
in the country. It means we’ve hosted the
world’s greatest runners and athletes at the
Olympic Games, the AJC Peachtree Road
Race, and here at the 2020 U.S. Olympic
Team Trials – Marathon.
It means the entire city is committed to
increasing health and wellness, with trails,
parks and paths acting as the connector to
keep Atlantans moving. It means this is a
city experiencing unprecedented growth
and sharpening its focus on creating a
more walkable, runnable and livable city.
And it means that all of Atlanta, no matter
which neighborhood you live in, is joined
by its desire to get out and move. Atlanta
Track Club is proudly based in Running
City USA, and we're dedicated to telling
its story. We work every day to create
a healthier, more active Atlanta – an
Atlanta that's united by fitness and more
connected than ever. We've been dedicated
to that cause since 1964, and we're
committed to helping grow Running City
USA going forward.
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30,000 125,000
Atlanta Track Club
members

finishers of Atlanta
Track Club events

10,000

56

volunteers helping
keep Running City
USA moving

years of history

Costs

Photos: Atlanta Track Club

How to be part of
Running City USA

Individual Membership $35
Dual Membership

$60

Family Membership

$75

Atlanta Track Club members create
the foundation on which Running
City USA is built by running, walking,
volunteering – and cheering on – their
community. Becoming a member is
simple, and supporting our mission to
build Running City USA is as easy as
joining today.

Benefits

Visit atlantatrackclub.org

• Exclusive member hat and keychain

• FREE races as part of the Grand Prix Series presented by
Piedmont Healthcare
• Lowest price on all paid Atlanta Track Club events
• Discounts at local run-specialty stores
• Subscription to this monthly magazine
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AMONG THE MANY THINGS
TO DO IN ATLANTA …
If you’ve traveled to Atlanta and you’re reading this, we know you’re here for America’s Marathon Weekend. So, a trip to Centennial
Olympic Park is pretty much assured. But for those spare moments when you’re not immersed in race activities, you might want to
check out some of Atlanta’s many other things to see and do – many of which are just a short walk from the Park.
Compiled by Atlanta Convention and Vistors Bureau and Atlanta Track Club Staff

Atlanta History Center
A wing dedicated to the 1996 Olympic Games in Atlanta;
a massive three-dimensional Battle of Atlanta Cyclorama
painting; the historic Swan House, one of many Georgia
locations used in filming the “The Hunger Games;” and historic
houses including the Margaret Mitchell House are among the
many things to see here. Details: atlantahistorycenter.com
The King Center
Established in 1968 by Coretta Scott King, The Martin Luther
King, Jr. Center for Nonviolent Social Change has been a
global destination, resource center and community institution
for over a quarter century. Nearly a million people each year
make a pilgrimage to the National Historic Site to learn, be
inspired and pay their respects at this living memorial to Dr.
King’s legacy. Details: thekingcenter.org.

dialogue about human rights in their communities. The center
was first imagined by civil rights legends Evelyn Lowery and
former United Nations Ambassador Andrew Young and was
launched by former Mayor Shirley Franklin.
Georgia Aquarium
One of the largest aquariums in the world, the Georgia
Aquarium is a scientific institution that entertains and
educates, features exhibits and programs of the highest
standards and offers engaging and exciting guest experiences

Atlanta Center for Civil and Human Rights
The National Center for Civil and Human Rights in downtown
Atlanta, featuring special exhibits, connects the American
Civil Rights Movement to today’s struggle for Global Human
Rights. Visitors explore the fundamental rights of all human
beings, leaving inspired and empowered to join the ongoing
80
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that promote the conservation of aquatic biodiversity
everywhere on the planet. Tours, shows and animal encounters
are available. Details: georgiaaquarium.org.
Chick-fil-A College Football Hall of Fame
The College Football Hall of Fame was established in 1951
to immortalize the greatest players and coaches as positive
role models for future generations. With 95,000 square feet
of space, a 45-yard indoor football field and more than 50
engaging and interactive exhibits, the hall honors the 0.02
percent of college football players who have earned the honor
of enshrinement. Details: cfbhall.com.

CNN Tours
Take a 50-minute guided, interactive walking tour that offers
a behind-the-scenes look at world headquarters. Reservations
required. Details: tours.cnn.com

Atlanta Botanical Garden
Renowned plant collections, beautiful displays and spectacular
exhibitions make the Atlanta Botanical Garden one of the
loveliest places in the city to visit. An urban oasis in the heart
of Midtown, the Garden includes 30 acres of outdoor gardens,
an award-winning Children’s Garden, the serene Storza Woods
highlighted by a unique Canopy Walk and the picturesque
Skyline Garden. The “Orchid Daze” exhibit will be featured
during America’s Marathon Weekend. Details: atlantabg.org
Shopping
North of Downtown is the ultra-chic neighborhood of Buckhead.
Known as the “Beverly Hills of the East” and “Rodeo Drive of
the South,” Buckhead is a shopping haven for fashionistas. Find
the latest styles from high-end designers at The Shops Buckhead
Atlanta, Lenox Square and Phipps Plaza. After shopping, visit
award-winning dining options in the neighborhood, from several
chef Ford Fry outposts – King + Duke and St. Cecelia – to highend classics like Bones Restaurant and Chops Lobster Bar.
Food Halls
Adjacent to the Eastside Trail of Atlanta BeltLine is Krog Street
Market. The historic 1889 building has been transformed
into a food hall serving independent, regional and nationally
recognized dining options. The Eastside Trail of Atlanta
BeltLine also leads to Ponce City Market, a fully renovated
1920’s warehouse turned into a critically acclaimed food
hall with an array of award-winning cuisines. In addition,
Municipal Market, a curb market that triples as a bakery and
cooking school, calls Atlanta home.

Photos: Gene Phillips and Kevin Rose, Courtesy of ACVB and AtlantaPhotos.com; ACVB Partner |
Chick-fil-A College Football Hall of Fame; Atlanta Zoo

The NBA on America’s Marathon Weekend
At State Farm Arena, the Atlanta Hawks take the court against
the Brooklyn Nets on Friday, February 28 and the Portland
Trailblazers on Saturday, February 29.

World of Coca-Cola
There’s plenty to see and do at World of Coca-Cola, including
a visit to the vault where its legendary secret formula for CocaCola is secured. Taste more than 100 beverages from around
the world. You might even meet and get the chance for a photo
with the Coca-Cola Polar Bear. Details: worldofcoca-cola.com

Zoo Atlanta
Located in Grant Park, the zoo’s African Savanna is the newest
exhibit and home to four types of species including elephants,
giraffes, zebras and ostriches. Beyond the African Savanna,
animal lovers can participate in wildlife encounters and enjoy
presentations with mammals, birds and reptiles. Zoo Atlanta
exhibits more than 20 species from the African plains and
Asian forests, including North America’s largest captive gorilla
population and the country’s only two Giant Panda Cubs.
Details: zooatlanta.org

High Museum of Art
The High Museum of Art connects with audiences from across
the Southeast and around the world through its distinguished
collection of more than 17,000 works of art, special exhibitions
and community-focused programs. Details: high.org
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SEEING THE
LEGENDS, THEN
BECOMING THE
LEGACY
By Doug Carroll

Eleven runners. Five finishers. And a winner who says
he was in it only for the trophy, which he then lost
somewhere along the way.
Those were the humble 1963 beginnings of the Atlanta
Marathon, the predecessor to what is now the Publix
Atlanta Marathon, Half Marathon & 5K, which expects
more than 14,500 participants March 1 as part of
America’s Marathon Weekend. All three Publix races
have shown an increase in registrations over 2019.
Atlanta Track Club organized the Atlanta Marathon until
2014, and then in late 2015 took over the Publix Georgia
Marathon, giving it a new name and a new course last
year. The goal is to make it a top-tier destination event,
and this year’s pairing with the U.S. Olympic Team Trials
– Marathon should provide a substantial boost.
“The only way [the Trials] made sense for us was to
package them with the Publix,” said Rich Kenah, the Club’s
executive director. “You don’t take on the Trials to create
revenue for your organization, because it doesn’t. There’s
got to be a bigger plan. We measured the investment of
time and money against the long-term impact.”
Back in 1963, there were few resources or aspirations
to grow a local marathon. In fact, there wasn’t even an
Atlanta Track Club, which came along the next year.
The first marathon was called the Atlanta Marathon,
organized by a high school coach and held on the third
week in December. It consisted of running 10 times
around Chastain Park – and even jumping a creek and a
stone wall on the course.

PUBLIX ATLANTA MARATHON, HALF MARATHON & 5K
Sunday, March 1
7 a.m.
Centennial Olympic Park
Online registration cutoff: February 26 at 11:59 p.m.
In-person registration available at America’s Marathon Weekend
Experience, Georgia World Congress Center, February 27-29
Visit atlantatrackclub.org for more information
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“I knew almost everybody there and felt I could probably
beat them,” recalled Jeff Galloway, Atlanta’s dean of
distance running, who was almost seven years away from
winning the inaugural AJC Peachtree Road Race and
nine years from making the U.S. Olympic track and field
team in the 10,000 meters.
“I had heard they were giving out a big trophy, and I had
never won a trophy before,” he said.
Galloway, then 18 and running at Wesleyan University
in Middletown, Connecticut, hadn’t run longer than
15 miles during his recently completed cross country
season. Five minutes before the race, he plunked down
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his $3 entry fee and spotted Ken Wynn, a local legend who was
more than a decade older, getting out of a car.
“That’s one guy I knew I couldn’t beat,” Galloway said. “I tried
to get my entry fee back.”
Too late. The gun was fired and the race was on. At Mile 15,
Galloway said, he was ready to quit and told the race director
as much. Wynn was nowhere in sight.
“You’re in first place,” the director told Galloway. “Wynn
dropped out.”
Six miles later, spent and feeling as if he might pass out,
Galloway again told the race director that he was thinking of
quitting.
“He said I had a 30-minute lead,” Galloway said. “I won, but
I was so exhausted and sore that I didn’t even think about
running for two weeks.”
When he finally did recover and reflect, he said, he realized
that he had accomplished something special, and it was more
than winning a trophy. He had run a marathon in less than
three hours (2:56:35), and not many runners had done that in
their first crack at the distance.
This told him he “might have a shot” at competing on the
national level someday, he said. Now 74, he has completed
more than 220 marathons since that first one on his home turf.
“It set me on my quest for making it into the Olympic Trials,”
Galloway said.
With its future secure with Atlanta Track Club, the Publix
Atlanta Marathon, Half Marathon & 5K has a shot at greater
recognition, as well. Yes, Atlanta’s challenging topography
might dissuade some runners. But Jay Holder, the Club’s
director of marketing and communications, sees the hills as a
badge of honor.
“When you hang your finisher’s medal from the Publix Atlanta
Marathon, or proudly wear your shirt, you can do so knowing
you did more than just tackle 26.2 miles,” Holder said. “You
tackled a challenge you won’t find on a flat course.”
Besides, Publix Atlanta marathoners and half marathoners
have some race prep built into the Atlanta Track Club
calendar. With the PNC Atlanta 10 Miler in October and the
Invesco QQQ Thanksgiving Day Half Marathon in November
– tests in their own right – runners shouldn’t be ambushed by
the Publix course if they train well for it.

Photos: Joaquin Lara, Creigh Cross

Atlanta’s terrain reminds Sean Hartnett, a marathon
cartographer who has studied race courses around the world,
of some cross country courses in the Midwest. He calls it
“gulley topography,” featuring an abundance of ridges.
“It’s up and down and back and forth,” said Hartnett, a
geography professor at the University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire
who is known in running circles as “Professor Marathon.”
“You have to look at what’s right in front of you and run very
myopically,” he said.
Holder said marathons and half marathons are bigger than the
courses on which they are contested, anyway. They’re about
something much more personal.
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“As event organizers,” he said, “we have to remember that
running a marathon or a half marathon for most people is
an experience they will remember, talk about and hopefully
cherish for the rest of their lives. They may not remember
every mile of the race, but they will remember the crowd
support, the volunteers, the landmarks, the hospitality. The
best marathons focus on all of those things.”
Although the spring date for the Publix — ordinarily the
third Sunday in March, but moved up this year — is followed
shortly thereafter by the Boston Marathon, Holder said he
doesn’t see that as affecting the local race.
“There are a lot of participants who do both marathons,”
he said. “And for those focusing on Boston for their full
marathon, the Publix half falls at a great time in the training
cycle. I’d say the hills also work well for Boston training.”
Lisa Tanner, events director for Atlanta Track Club, serves as
the Publix Atlanta race director and said the Club’s army of
volunteers is ready to go. Volunteers were asked to commit to
both days of America’s Marathon Weekend, ensuring that their
numbers would be robust.
“The number of volunteers from across the nation that have
reached out is overwhelming,” Tanner said. “Atlanta Track
Club exists because of the passion of its volunteers, members,
participants, partners, board and staff.
“This weekend is bringing us all together in a way I haven’t
seen in a long time. We’re so lucky to be a part of it.”
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Publix.
Delivered.
Get groceries in as
little as two hours.
publix.com/shop

Prices vary from in-store. Fees, tips & taxes
may apply. Subject to terms & availability.
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PUBLIX ATLANTA KIDS
MARATHON, HIGH
SCHOOL RELAYS SET
STAGE ON SATURDAY
By Marcus Budline

Believe it or not, more than 1,000 runners will
cross the U.S. Olympic Team Trials – Marathon
finish line before a single spot on the team for the
Tokyo Games is awarded. Who knows? Your son
or daughter might be racing alongside the child
of someone who makes Team USA a few hours
later!
Race morning won’t feature just America’s fastest
marathoners finishing in Centennial Olympic
Park, but also Atlanta’s fastest, and doubtless most
excited, young runners. Here’s the breakdown on
the races that will set the stage for the first U.S.
Olympic Team Trials of 2020.
Publix Atlanta Kids Marathon
Held for the first time in 2019, the Publix Atlanta Kids
Marathon gives kids the chance to connect with the Publix
Atlanta Marathon, Half Marathon & 5K, and ensure that
marathon weekend is a family affair. This year, kids 14 and
under will run the day before the adult races, kicking things off
in Centennial Olympic Park on Trials morning.
The event begins with a 50m Dash at 8 a.m., which will feature
kids ages 6 and under on the last 50m of the Olympic Trials
course and finish in the center of the park. Immediately
afterward, kids 14 and under will get the chance to race a
timed mile and experience the final kick to glory across the
Trials finish line. In this race, awards will be given to the top
three boys and three girls in each age group, along with the
Kilometer Kids teams that have the three fastest average times.

Photos: Paul McPherson

If they haven’t pre-registered online, kids can still sign up at
the America’s Marathon Weekend Experience until 8 p.m. the
night before the Publix Atlanta Kids Marathon, and on race
morning at the Georgia World Congress Center beginning at
7 a.m.
4 x 1 Mile Relays
As part of America’s Marathon Weekend, the Atlanta Relays
will take place on Friday, February 28, at Lakewood Stadium
and features some of the state’s fastest track teams kicking
off their seasons. While most events will be contested Friday
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night, the final
event of the
Relays will take
place on the
morning of the
Trials. In this
event, nearly 30 of
the fastest squads
in the state will
take on the rarely
contested 4 x 1
Mile Relay on the
roads, beginning
on the start line
for the Trials
and ending at
the finish line
in Centennial
Olympic Park.
“We really wanted to find an event that could bring together
the fastest runners in the state and the fastest runners in
the country,” said Eric Heintz, Atlanta Track Club’s director
of high performance, of featuring the high school races
immediately before the Olympic hopefuls take off. “This race
should be perfect to create some fast competition and warm
up the Trials course before the athletes hit the roads.”
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NO. 27

OF 30 MARATHONS
IN 30 COUNTRIES
BEFORE TURNING 30

By Théoden Janes

In September 2018, as Liz Warner was honeymooning in
Namibia, she was suddenly struck by the urge to do something
extraordinarily crazy.
Which was: She’d quit her public relations job back in Paris,
then chase a goal of completing 30 marathons in 30 countries
by age 30 while quite literally trying to make the world a better
place by raising funds to be split among charities in those
nations.
It seemed like a good idea at the time, and it still seemed like
a good idea as the Vinings, Georgia native, then 28, began
plotting out a schedule of races in exotic destinations like
Seychelles, Antarctica and along the Great Wall of China.
Now she’s just four marathons away from No. 30, with a return
to her hometown for the Publix Atlanta Marathon next on
her list. And while she may fall short of her fundraising goal
of $100,000 by her 30th birthday in June, the whole thing –
which she named “Run to Reach” – continues to be a noble,
even awe-inspiring idea.
But if she knew then what she knows now …
“I was imagining me jet-setting across the world … and if
you look at my Instagram, it honestly does just look like I'm
traveling and taking cool pictures running everywhere,” said
Warner. “But I don't know if I would have pursued this project
had I known how difficult it was to get sponsorship …. I had
no idea about anything when I started this.”
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Warner is a product of both Atlanta International School and
Windy Hill Athletic Club, where she spent much of her youth
playing competitive squash. Eventually, she went on to captain
the squash team at Bowdoin College in Brunswick, Maine.
She was in college when her father – also a collegiate squash
player, who she says was a serious alcoholic and suffered from
severe depression – died after an accidental fall in 2011. After
graduating in 2012, a still-reeling Warner took the first of many
major leaps by moving to Tokyo despite not being able to speak
any Japanese; there, as she worked through her grief, she found
herself running more and more – eight miles, 10 miles, 12 miles
at a time. She signed up for the 2013 Tokyo Marathon.
“Running definitely became a meditative part of my day, where
I could really be present with my thoughts and sort through
everything in my head,” she said.
Upon finishing that first 26.2, Warner became hooked – on the
surge of confidence it gave her, the feeling of empowerment,
the sense that her potential was limitless. She also became
enamored with the idea of seeing the world through running.
Over the next five years, she completed marathons in South
Korea, Malaysia, Singapore, Myanmar, France (where she
moved in 2016), Lebanon (where her husband Marc is from)
and, in April 2018, Austria.
Five months after that eighth marathon, while driving through
Namibia with her new husband, Marc, she began hatching her
30/30/30 plan. Two marathons later, Run to Reach launched in
earnest.
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The easy part would be finding, and even running, marathons. The
real work, she’d learn, would involve identifying and coordinating with
women-led or women-focused charity partners in each country with
missions to which she felt a connection and trying to raise those elusive
funds.
Even the race schedule has been a work in progress. In June, after running
marathons and working with non-profits in Oman, Western Sahara,
Guatemala and South Africa (Nos. 11-16), she reshuffled the deck.
“When I made the initial list of marathons,” Warner said, “I was so excited
obviously to have this year and a half to travel that I chose places that I
really selfishly wanted to travel to, like Argentina or Cuba. But I think
right after I'd run the race in Sierra Leone [for Street Child, which works
to provide better education for the country's poorest children], I just
thought to myself, you know, this is the time to really go to some peculiar
places. It's also an interesting way for me to showcase these countries and
in some way also try to change the narrative of a lot of them.”
So, paradise-like Seychelles and the wondrous Great Wall of China were
scrapped, while war-torn Afghanistan and impoverished Côte d’Ivoire
were added. So was Atlanta, because she was keen on partnering with the
city’s chapter of Back On My Feet, which combats homelessness through
the power of running, as well as for sentimental reasons.
Along the way, Warner has had unforgettable adventures – some spectacular,
some soul-stirring and yes, some scary – both on and off the roads.

Tokyo Marathon

2.

Seoul International Marathon

3.

Kuala Lumpur Marathon

4.

Singapore OSIM Sundown Marathon

5.

Bagan Temple Marathon

6.

Paris Marathon

7.

Beirut Marathon

8.

Vienna Marathon

9.

Porto Marathon

10. Ooredo Doha Marathon
11. Al Mouj Muscat Marathon
12. Sahara Marathon
13. Guatemala Impact Marathon
14. Two Oceans Marathon
15. Run the Silk Road Marathon
16. Sierra Leone Marathon

At the Bagan Temple Marathon in Myanmar, she endured brutal heat and
dust as she ran through the spires of more than 2,000 Buddhist temples. In
the days leading up to the Sahara Marathon, she dined on camel meat and
stayed with a host family in the Western Sahara Refugee Camps. She said she
was sexually harassed before the start of the Marathon of Afghanistan but
that during the race, several locals warmly greeted runners as they passed
through their tiny villages, even inviting them into their homes for tea.

17. Victoria Falls Marathon

And last August, toward the end of the Sunrise to Sunset Marathon
on trails in Mongolia, she said another woman turned around and
backtracked to help after hearing her trip and fall – despite the fact that
they were competing for third place. After the race, the woman explained
that she’d been reminded of a Mongolian proverb: “The winner has many
friends, the loser has good friends.” The two remain in touch.

22. The Marathon of Afghanistan

But while her itinerary (and her Instagram) may seem to tell a different
story, there is a limit to Warner’s resources: She abandoned plans to do the
Antarctica Marathon because it was out of her price range. Sponsors have
donated airline miles and she has received support in the form of race
kits and countless energy gels, but she reached the bottom of her savings
account last summer and has been kept afloat via some money her father
left behind.

Photos: Courtesy of Liz Warner

1.

“It felt like in some way carrying on the legacy of my dad,” she said,
“because he was a huge traveler and loved adventure .… I mean, my goal
in life is to live a life full of stories, and I think on the career track I had
been taking it was sort of just, you know, home, the Metro or the train to
work, back home, and following this routine. I wanted to exhaust my full
potential and push myself to do something that was really scary.
“And from the beginning, I made the decision to go through with this
project thinking that in 20 years’ time I could look back and, no matter
what happened, know that I at least tried to do something a little bit crazy
that might make an impact.”
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18. Australian Outback Marathon
19. Sunrise to Sunset Marathon, Mongolia
20. Patagonia International Marathon
21. Marathon International de Diego Suarez

23. Marathon de Côte d’Ivoire
24. Del Mar a la Cima Maratón
25. Egyptian Marathon
26. Somaliland Marathon

27. Publix Atlanta Marathon
28. Socotra International Marathon
29. San Juan Harbour Marathon
30. Everest Marathon

FOR MORE INFO…
To donate and learn more about the projects
Liz Warner is supporting through Run to
Reach – from raising money to buy running
shoes for girls in Afghanistan to funding
girls’ school uniforms in Zimbabwe – visit
http://runtoreach.com/virtual-gifts. Follow
Warner on Instagram at @runtoreach.
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It’s what’s inside
that counts.
Everything you love.
Made from a shared belief in good.
publix.com/greenwise
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BOOK EXCERPT:

“WE WERE
JUST SO
PUMPED”
At the 2020 Publix Atlanta Half Marathon, more than 60
push assist teams will be among the first participants to take
off on the 13.1 mile journey. Those teams will be competing
as part of the Kyle Pease Foundation, an Atlanta-based nonprofit that provides opportunities for push assist endurance
athletes. It has made the Publix Atlanta Half Marathon
its keystone race each year. Brent and Kyle Pease have
competed in road races and triathlons around the world and
in 2018 became just the second push assist team in history
to complete the Ironman World Championships in Kona,
Hawaii. And it all started in 2011 when Brent, Kyle and their
brother Evan lined up for their first half marathon here in
Atlanta. Here’s an excerpt about that day from their book,
“Beyond the Finish.”
By Brent and Kyle Pease

As 7 a.m. ticked on the clock, the starting horn sounded. We
were a bit over-eager to get out there, and disregarded the
game plan that our coach Matthew Rose had laid out for us.
We flew through mile one at a much faster pace than planned.
We were just so pumped to be running before the hometown
crowd that we didn’t heed his advice. The course got tougher
as we continued and we paid the price for our overzealous
pace at the start, but as we came past a group of our friends
near the end of the race, the emotions were high, our knees
started pumping and our legs began moving quicker.

Photo: Jim Blackburn

As we came up on the final sections of the course, the smiles got
bigger. This was what we had been looking for. This is what excited
us and showed what inclusion really looked like. We looked down
at Kyle and he was really fighting it, too. The day had worn on his
body and he was ready to finish just like the rest of us.
We saw the final stretch of road and spotted the finish line.
Kyle extended his arms and let out an ear-piercing yell as we
approached the finish gates. Anyone near us could sense the
emotion and knew how amazing it was for us to cross that
line as one. It was a dream come true and at that point was
more than we had ever imagined. The support was amazing
throughout the day. Everyone who passed by us called
out words of praise and encouragement for what we were
attempting to do.
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Brent and Kyle Pease in the 2019 race.

Competing in the race taught us two very important lessons,
lessons that we carry with us today. The first was to arrive
early. As the saying goes, “The best- laid plans of mice and
men often go awry.” Much of racing is not only in the training
and the execution on race day, but in the preparation. Prepare
for the worst and hope for the best is the way we have learned
to approach our efforts. We would much rather be early,
prepared and waiting for the starting horn than scurrying
around last minute and losing focus on the task at hand. We
also learned that it’s difficult to do a race by yourself, but it’s
even more difficult to do one in unison.
Kyle never wants it to be about him. Everybody who ran by
us had something positive to say. When someone wished us
a good race, he said, “You, too.” He wants to live a normal life
like the rest of us. That’s why we’re going out and racing. That’s
what Kyle wants to do.
The finish area was a mob scene of supporters all eager
to congratulate Kyle. Though humble as always, Kyle was
gobbling up the postrace attention. He suddenly remembered
that he didn’t want to be late for work, so we had to put an end
to the party and haul him over to Publix to put in his shift.
He had quickly come back to earth tumbling from media
heartthrob to greeter at a local Atlanta supermarket.
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1996 OLYMPIC
MEDALISTS REDEFINE
THEIR COMFORT ZONE
By Doug Carroll

JOHN GODINA
Shot Put
2-time Olympic Medalist
3-time World Champion
2-time World Silver Medalist

Back in November, she dropped a clue that something was up.
Unlike the races she used to run, when the whole world was watching,
few people probably noticed. And yet, there was the proof, hidden
amid the results of Atlanta Track Club’s Invesco QQQ Thanksgiving
Day 5K.
Gail Devers, Bib: 3693, Time: 26:21, Pace: 8:29, Hometown: Buford,
Georgia. First place, Women 50-54.
Wait. What? That Gail Devers? The one who made five U.S. Olympic
track and field teams as a sprinter and hurdler? Back-to-back Olympic
gold medalist in the 100 meters in 1992 and 1996? Olympic Hall of
Famer?
You mean people still can’t catch Gail Devers at the age of 53?
Mike Phillips, Devers’ husband, just shakes his head and laughs.
He puts his wife in a class with the likes of Michael Jordan, Magic
Johnson, Tiger Woods and Muhammad Ali.
“These are the types who’ve spent more than a decade at the top,”
Phillips said. “She was competitive at the highest level for 25 years.
She’s not going to not perform.”
For her second act, as an endurance athlete, Devers has been
preparing with the Club’s In-Training group to run the Publix Atlanta
Half Marathon on March 1. On a training run in early January, she
showed that she had plenty left in the tank after covering eight miles at
a 9-minute pace (her last mile was well below that). She has since done
10 miles in 1:29.
Devers downplays all of this by insisting she’s “a PTA mom converted
to a distance runner.” But most PTA moms don’t have wheels like
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hers, not to mention a V8 engine that was built for blowing past her
goals. This is someone who underwent radiation treatment for Graves’
disease in 1990 and medaled at the IAAF World Championships the
next year.
Competitive? You think?
“I’m that person that likes a challenge outside of my comfort zone,”
Devers said. “This is cool – and totally different. Everybody has been
so encouraging. What I bring is heart and determination.”
More than 1,800 miles away, in Scottsdale, Arizona, former shot putter
John Godina has been working the same out-of-comfort-zone training
plan as Devers, with the same goal of completing the Publix Atlanta
Half Marathon.
Rich Kenah, Atlanta Track Club’s executive director, had the idea
of challenging two U.S. track and field stars from the 1996 Atlanta
Games, training them in a brand-new discipline for America’s
Marathon Weekend. Devers and Godina, a pair of UCLA products,
took him up on it.
Godina, 47, an Olympic silver medalist in the shot in 1996, will tell
you that he never had wheels. In fact, the farthest he had ever run
before he began the In-Training program was 2½ miles, and that was a
few years ago. It did not go well.
“I thought I was gonna die when I did that,” he said.
However, since he began training in November for the half, he has
come alive. In two-plus months he lost 20 pounds, and 14 more would
put him at his goal weight of 219. (He was a shade under 300 when he
was competing.) He is fitting comfortably into XL shirts and 36-waist
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GAIL DEVERS
100m, 110m Hurdles
3-time Olympic Gold Medalist
5-time World Champion at 100m hurdles
4-time World Indoor Champion
3-time World Silver Medalist

jeans for the first time in forever.
“I’ve spent most of my life heavy, and sometimes for good reason
when it was part of my job,” Godina said.
He said he has stuck to the plan designed by In-Training coach Amy
Begley and feels great, which has surprised him.
“It’s amazing how quickly the body adapts,” he said. “In throwing, the
principal adaptations are from strength training, and those can take a
long time to see. With running, I saw changes almost immediately.

Photos: PhotoRun, Meredith Parker, Courtesy of John Godina

“The misery index with running is so much lower. No matter what,
when your workout is done, you pretty much feel good the rest of the
day. After a day of training with throws, you’d have 48 to 72 hours of
soreness to where you couldn’t sit down. You never felt good at all.”
His wife, Kristina, a former college volleyball player who has run a
marathon and a half-dozen half marathons, has been training with
him and will run the Publix Atlanta Half Marathon as well.
She said Godina was a tough sell on running, but once he was sold, he
was fully invested.
“I thought we’d take it easy, but now he’s passing me,” she said. “I think
the competitiveness is in his DNA. He likes the details and the process.
At the Olympic level, you have to have that. It goes to show that it’s a
different thing at the highest level. I’m more like, ‘Can we just get to
the race?’”
Godina and Devers have been mixing in some cross-training with
their running, which tops out at 25 miles for a week (and a long run of
13). Godina spends two days a week on his Peloton bike. Devers also
does some cycling, along with various exercises that benefit her core.
AMERICA'S MARATHON WEEKEND

“It’s the most training she has done since 2007,” Phillips said. “This is
serious with her. Her hope is that this will inspire people who think
they can’t do it.”
Although Devers said her goal is just to finish the race without
walking — that’s what she said, anyway — Godina is set on breaking
two hours. He acknowledged that’s an ambitious goal for a first half
marathon, especially a hilly one. If he doesn’t get it, he plans to keep
trying.
He’s a runner now, after all.
“The first time I ran three miles, it was a big deal,” he said. “Then a
few weeks ago [in mid-January], it was easy and so much faster than
before. Not that I’m fast, but I was cruising and thinking, ‘This is
getting to be fun.’”
Both Olympic medalists said they are thrilled to be part of America’s
Marathon Weekend, which they see as an opportunity to showcase the
role that fitness can play in the life of a city.
“How awesome is it that we got the marathon Trials?” Devers said.
“That speaks volumes about Atlanta. The world will be watching. This
is what we’re about, and people will want to be part of this. Running
City USA is about the best quality of life you can live.”
Godina said Atlantans’ appreciation of their large, vibrant running
community should grow as a result.
“The people of Atlanta don’t realize what they’ve got there with Atlanta
Track Club,” he said.
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Train. Run. Win.
As a proud sponsor of America’s Marathon Weekend,
Northside Hospital salutes those who push themselves to
reach challenging goals - on the course and in life.
Congratulations to all the runners!

northside.com
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RECOGNIZE & REPORT
USATF SUPPORTS SAFESPORT!
We are committed to providing a safe
environment for our athletes. If you
suspect inappropriate behavior or
harassment involving any of our
athletes, recognize and report to
safesport.org.

SAFESPORT.ORG
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KEEPING IT GREEN IN
RUNNING CITY USA
By Natalie Cabanas
Chair, Atlanta Track Club Sustainability Committee

With the Club annually hosting nearly 150,000 participants
in more than 40 events and programs, it realized the need for
a plan to reduce and reuse waste and materials and formed
a Sustainability Committee in early 2019. In April, the Club
launched the Green Initiative, a plan to reduce, reuse and
recycle waste at events.
Since the launch, the Club has developed recycling plans for
each event, the most detailed of which was the upcycling
project for the 50th Running of the AJC Peachtree Road Race.
With a special-edition logo commemorating the once-in-alifetime event, a significant amount of signage was created that
couldn’t be reused. Instead of it ending up in a landfill, 150
pounds of banners were handmade into reusable bags, and a
ton of plastic water bottles were upcycled into park benches.
WHAT WE ARE DOING ON
AMERICA’S MARATHON WEEKEND
• America’s Marathon Weekend Experience: The Georgia
World Congress Center, home of the Experience, is the
largest Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design
(LEED) certified convention center in the U.S. The Club is
working with GWCC to recycle.
• Recycling and Composting: Watch for bins throughout the
weekend. The Club is working with local nonprofit Compost
Now.
• Athlete Cooling: Full Circle is providing 5,000 compostable,
cellulose sponges for use at three hydration stations during
the U.S. Olympic Team Trials – Marathon, as well as for the
participants in the Publix Atlanta Marathon, as part of its
#startwithaspongechallenge, educating people to choose
sponges that are natural rather than plastic.
• Green Team Volunteers: This group, in bright green vests,
will help participants recycle.
WHAT YOU CAN DO TO HELP
• Public Transportation: Visitors are highly encouraged to use
MARTA (see How and Where to Watch, Page 75).
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SEEING GREEN
Some stats since Atlanta Track Club launched its
Green Initiative in April 2019:

74,430

15,887

1,172

plastic bottles
recycled

pounds of
cardboard
recycled

pounds of
compost
created

9,274

342

race bibs
recycled

pairs of shoes
collected and
donated or
recycled

870
pounds of
plastic bags
collected

2020

RUN
ATLANTA

6,591

4,696.8

pounds of
clothing collected
and donated to
Atlanta Mission,
Goodwill and
other locations

pounds of
finishers medals
repurposed
through metal
scrapping

• Recycling on Race Day: If you’re participating in the Publix
Atlanta Marathon, Half Marathon or 5K, the Dasani plastic
water bottle, Powerade bottle and chocolate milk container
you will receive at the finish line are recyclable. The CLIF bar
wrapper, muffin packaging and sub wrapper are not.
• Composting on Race Day: If you’re participating in the
Publix Atlanta Marathon, Half Marathon or 5K, any leftover
food waste should go in a compost bin. Paper towels and
napkins are also compostable. All wrappers go in the trash.
• Volunteer with the Green Team: Email volunteers@
atlantatrackclub.org.
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Photos: Paul McPherson, Warren Travers

The colors of red, white and blue will be seen across Atlanta
on America’s Marathon Weekend as the nation’s best
marathoners compete for spots on Team USA. Atlanta Track
Club will also have its eye on another color: green, and how
to ensure that the weekend’s events are environmentally
responsible.
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SAFETY & SECURITY
Safety is Atlanta Track Club’s top priority. With the help
of the City of Atlanta and various local, state and federal
agencies, we have done extensive planning to ensure
the safety of our participants, spectators, volunteers and
partners on America’s Marathon Weekend. There are also
some simple things you can do to help.
Substantial law enforcement presence will exist at the
start, finish and post-event area as well as along the
courses of both the U.S. Olympic Team Trials – Marathon
on Saturday and the Publix Atlanta Marathon, Half
Marathon & 5K on Sunday.
These events have a no bag policy. All participants,
vendors, volunteers and spectators are encouraged to
leave backpacks, purses and other bags at home and not
bring them to any America’s Marathon Weekend events.
Bags at the America’s Marathon Weekend Experience will
be subject to search.
Only those with credentials or assigned wristbands
will be admitted into Centennial Olympic Park from
February 27 – February 29. The park will be open to all
participants, vendors, volunteers and spectators on March
1.
See something, say something. Be vigilant. If you see
something suspicious, contact the nearest police office or
call 911.

Photo: Paul McPherson

Participants are prohibited from having the following
items at Atlanta Track Club events:

Event Alert System
Event Alert System colored flags will be located at the start line, along
the course at the water stations and in the finish area. The flags will
communicate the specific alert level which could range from low
(green) to moderate (yellow) to high (red) to cancelled (black) and
are based primarily on weather conditions. The alert level will also
be posted on atlantatrackclub.org and on Atlanta Track Club’s social
media channels.
ALERT
LEVEL

EVENT
CANCELLED

• Glass containers
• Wheeled conveyances
• Pets
• Firearms
• Containers holding more than one liter of liquid
• Backpacks
• Hands-free hydration systems such as Camelbaks
(fuel belts and hand held water bottles are allowed)
• Rolling bags and other luggage
• Masks and costumes that are not form fitting
• Weight vests
• Military equipment
• Firefighter equipment

Follow Official
Event Instructions

The use of drones on the course or in the area of
Centennial Olympic Park is strictly prohibited without
the written permission of the Atlanta Police Department.

LOW

AMERICA'S MARATHON WEEKEND

EVENT
CONDITIONS

RECOMMENDED
ACTIONS

Extreme conditions
Event cancelled

Participation stopped/
follow official event
instructions

Dangerous
Conditions

Slow down/ observe
course changes/
follow official event
instructions/ consider
stopping

Use Caution

Slow down/
be prepared for
worsening conditions

Good
Conditions

Enjoy the event/
be alert

HIGH
Potentially
Dangerous
Conditions
Follow Official
Event Instructions

MODERATE
Be Aware of
Worsening
Conditions

Enjoy the Event
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CELEBRATE

AT L 2T KY

PEACHTREE 51ST RIDER

THE EXCLUSIVE FOOTWEAR, APPAREL
AND ACCESSORIES SPONSOR OF
ATLANTA TRACK CLUB

